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Preface

Historical maps are important sources of information about past ages. Exploring ways of making this information available for further research is among the main tasks of the Commission on Cartographic Heritage into the Digital of the International Cartographic Association (ICA). In the first part of the Commission’s fifteen year long history, the main focus was on georeferencing those old maps in order to be able to embed them in GIS systems for further analysis. Later more and more papers started to discuss the methods of extracting information from these documents, mainly by manual vectorisation.

Nowadays, dramatic increase of computing power and advances in the field of computer vision make possible to partially or fully automatize map vectorisation process. But historical maps raise special challenges for these efforts – the peculiarities of those old documents often trick algorithms that work well on recent maps. More and more researchers work on finding solutions for this automatization problem, and there is a demand to discuss the results with fellow researchers.

Recognising this need, the Commission organised an international workshop entitled “Automatic Vectorisation of Historical Maps” in Budapest, 13 March, 2020. This volume contains the papers submitted to the workshop and shows the diversity of problems in this field. While there are several promising results, the need of further research and discussion is also inevitable.

We hope that readers of this volume will find answers, ideas and inspiration for their work in the realm of cartographic heritage.
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Building footprint extraction from historic maps utilizing automatic vectorisation methods in open source GIS software

Keywords: automatic vectorisation; historical maps; open source GIS; shape recognition

Summary: Historical maps are a great source of information about city landscapes and the way it changes through time. These analog maps contain rich cartographic information but not in a format allowing analysis and interpretation. A common technique to access this information is the manual digitization of the scanned map but it is a time-consuming process. Automatic digitization/vectorisation processing generally require expert knowledge in order to fine-tune parameters of the applied shapes recognition techniques and thus are not readily usable for non-expert users. The methodology proposed in this paper offers fast and automated conversion from a scanned image (raster format) to geospatial datasets (vector format) requiring minimal time for building footprint extraction. The vector data extracted quite accurate building footprints from the scanned map, but the need for further post-processing for optimal results, is imminent.

Introduction

Historical maps contain a lot of information about a region in a certain period, depict the condition of a settlement and toponyms of the time the map was created. Not only those maps are a part of our cultural heritage, but some of them are of great interest to researchers from various academic fields. Maps record the geographical information that is essential to reconstruct past places, town-wide, region-wide or even nation-wide depending on the map's scale and extent. These maps often contain information retained by no other written source, such as toponyms, boundaries, and geomorphological features that have undergone any type of change or even elimination through time. A map’s degree of accuracy is a genuine source of information about the state of technology and scientific understanding at the time of its creation. By incorporating information from historical maps and open-source GIS software, researchers are now able to extract a vast amount of information, analyze and interpret with other geospatial data.

Most of those maps are found in analogue form, thus they need to be processed in order to extract geospatial data for further analysis and interpretation. Scanning of historical maps is usually the first step towards converting them in a format allowing analysis in GIS platforms. When a map is scanned, a raster image is created. Raster images are a matrix of pixels with each pixel having a data value. A raster image can be black-and-white, containing a single band, or colored containing multiple bands (red, green, blue). A black-and-white image often is a binary image, with each pixel having the value of 1 or 0, but a multicolor image means that each pixel has a data value for each band. Conversely, vector data are in the form of points, lines, and areas (polygons). Points represent discrete locations, lines represent discrete linear features, and polygons represent discrete bounded areas. Raster images resulting from scanning methods need to be converted in vector format in order to extract further information from the historic map.
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This digitization method usually is the most challenging part as it can often lead to poor results, depending in the map quality, conversion types and methodologies applied to the initiative raster image.

In this paper, a new methodology is proposed based on free and open source GIS platforms in order to convert scanned (raster images) historical maps to manageable geospatial data (vector format). The basic stages of this procedure are the scanning and the correct georeference of the map, the pre-processing and the removal of pixel clumps in the raster image so that building footprints are extracted more efficiently. The second part of our methodology focuses on correcting the geometry of the converted vector data. Finally, a model containing all the processing steps and algorithms is developed in an open source GIS platform. This methodology has been applied on a single historic map, although it could be effective in any map containing information of a settlement, where buildings are represented as polygons.

Chiang et al., (2013) sought to automatically extract the road network from a USGS historical topographic map. They used the Color Image Segmentation (CIS) technique, which belongs to the shape recognition family, where the technique separates homogeneous color areas of the map into groups. Godfrey & Eveleth (2015) used Image enhancement techniques in a GIS environment to make regions of similar color more consistent, and then performed an unsupervised classification to group (pixels) at a similar value based on their color. Kim et al., (2014) extracted parcels from old cadastral maps by segmentation. First, they removed the grid reference lines to dilute the image, then the labels considering the morphological and geometric features of the diluted image, and then rebuilt the boundaries of the land while the terrestrial areas of interest of a user were shaped by their polygonal approaches. Finally, Iosifescu et al., (2016) extracted information from various features of the Topographic Map of the Canton of Zurich. Summarizing their proposed methodology: scanning and geo-referencing the map, use of morphology of shapes to identify lines and polygons, vector creation and elimination of outliers and spikes.
Data
In our project, we used an already scanned map provided by The Cartographic Heritage Archives in order to apply our proposed methodology for the extraction of building footprints from a historical map. It is a town plan of Thessaloniki in scale 1:10,000, reproduced and reprinted by Great Britain Army Royal Engineers Fd. Survey Coy., 512 in 1944, created with revision from air photographs dated 1943. This is a multicolor map focusing on government municipal and industrial establishments of Thessaloniki, represented as single color filled polygons, while building blocks are represented as pattern-filled polygons. Each building is tagged with a number corresponding to its description in the map legend.

Methodology

Overview
Automatic vectorisation of raster images is not a simple task, considering the quality of the image and the way features such as buildings are depicted on it. In our case the raster image is already scanned in 300 dots per inch, satisfying enough to proceed with our proposed methodology. Our methodology consists of four fundamental steps (Figure 2). Each step is carefully chosen in order to deliver the desired results. Constantly validating the intermediate results from each step and fine-tuning the parameters of each toolbox implemented, is fundamental in order to create a final model able to extract vector data from a raster image. In QGIS model builder, a variety of tools from GRASS and SAGA can be imported in the same model, allowing us to run all of the processing stages as one single process. These stages are: 1. Georeference of the scanned map; 2. Raster image processing; 3. Conversion from raster to vector format; 4. Vector data processing

Georeference
Integrating historical maps in GIS to analyze the spatial information they contain, or to incorporate them with other spatial data, requires georeferencing. That is, selected control points on the scanned image must be aligned with their actual geographical location, either by assigning geographical coordinates to each point, or by linking each point to its equivalent on a digital map. Once the control points are in place, mathematical algorithms are applied to warp the original raster image to fit the chosen map projection as nearly as possible. Further adjustments can be done manually to try to find the best fit for all parts of the original map.

In our case a total of 11 control points were selected distributed equally throughout the scanned image. Corresponding coordinates were selected manually using a basemap developed from Hellenic Cadaster with a pixel size of approximately 50 cm, and Greek Geodetic Reference System 1987 (GGRS87 / Greek Grid) as our reference system. Map units in this system are measured in meters. Choosing carefully places that exist both in the basemap and the historical map and moving control points to their corresponding coordinates resulting in mean error 0.894282 map units or 1,05941 pixels, in order to apply second-order polynomial transformation and nearest neighbor sampling method in QGIS Georeferencer toolbox. The output from this stage is a georeferenced tagged image file format (TIFF) raster image with no compression.
### Table 1. Control points coordinates and residuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Enabled</th>
<th>Pixel X</th>
<th>Pixel Y</th>
<th>Map X</th>
<th>Map Y</th>
<th>Res X (m)</th>
<th>Res Y (m)</th>
<th>Res Total (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5728</td>
<td>-3032</td>
<td>410905.088</td>
<td>4497529.053</td>
<td>0.16047</td>
<td>-0.0616369</td>
<td>0.171901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>10312</td>
<td>-6466</td>
<td>409839.129</td>
<td>4492794.061</td>
<td>0.151569</td>
<td>0.324183</td>
<td>0.519631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>4541</td>
<td>-1192</td>
<td>411916.473</td>
<td>4499101.103</td>
<td>0.331448</td>
<td>0.463629</td>
<td>0.519631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>4207</td>
<td>-774</td>
<td>412123.748</td>
<td>4499508.069</td>
<td>0.200376</td>
<td>-0.095868</td>
<td>0.222128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>4841</td>
<td>-1555</td>
<td>411739.698</td>
<td>4498741.246</td>
<td>-0.0259153</td>
<td>-0.10182</td>
<td>0.105066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3788</td>
<td>-2558</td>
<td>410598.486</td>
<td>4499176.636</td>
<td>-0.399351</td>
<td>-0.909082</td>
<td>0.985379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>7151</td>
<td>-2020</td>
<td>412182.433</td>
<td>4496815.487</td>
<td>-0.559665</td>
<td>0.345404</td>
<td>0.657669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>7184</td>
<td>-2564</td>
<td>411772.514</td>
<td>4496593.600</td>
<td>0.0757101</td>
<td>-0.380722</td>
<td>0.381777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3161</td>
<td>-3366</td>
<td>409755.892</td>
<td>4499357.962</td>
<td>-0.864928</td>
<td>0.429498</td>
<td>0.965696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2170</td>
<td>-2417</td>
<td>410144.813</td>
<td>4500455.658</td>
<td>0.514763</td>
<td>1.17594</td>
<td>1.28367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>4533</td>
<td>-3969</td>
<td>409764.555</td>
<td>4498097.663</td>
<td>0.415524</td>
<td>-1.23118</td>
<td>1.29941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Raster image processing

The next step of the image processing in order to apply our vectorisation method is the reclassification of the raster image and the conversion to binary image so as to extract building footprints from the original map. This is a significant first step towards extracting valuable information from our historic map as it separates the pixels containing information from the background of the map.

Reclassification of the raster image is performed applying rules, setting up a threshold initially in each band (red, green, blue) targeting to classify the image into two classes, one containing the buildings and one for every other value. Inquiring some pixels within color (black) filled polygons, in our map depicting buildings, we can identify that the maximum value a pixel can have is 80 out of the maximum of 255 in RGB scale. Since this value is the same at every band in black color there is no need to process the image separating each band or using any other color image segmentation technique. This is why we use the r.reclass toolbox from GRASS GIS, setting the following reclass rules: 0-80=1, 81-255=0.

The reclassified raster image can then be negated using r.null toolbox from GRASS GIS in order to convert the class containing pixels with value equal to zero, as no-data. This step is greatly decreasing the size of the image, while ensuring our further applied processing will be applied in parts of the image containing pixels with information and not background values.

The binary image resulted from the previous steps needs some cleaning before it is ready for the vectorisation process. Although many filters can be applied, “remove small pixel clumps to no-data” toolbox from GRASS GIS seems to deliver the best results in our case. Removing groups of scattered pixels while not erasing a single pixel representing a building or generally part of a polygon. Thresholds here could be set from 50 to 350 regarding how many pixels represent a building. All groups of pixels with a total count of pixels below this threshold are set to no-data, removing many unwanted labels, letters in the map or even pixels scattered outside polygons. In this case we set the threshold at 200 considering optimal results without erasing a single building throughout the map.

### Vector data processing

In this step a simplification procedure was performed in order to create more smooth lines for the features. The most commonly used algorithm in cartography is the Douglas-Peucker (DP) (Shi & Cheung, 2006). The algorithm splits the line data recursively and controls the compression quality by the threshold, and it is widely used in simplifying the trajectory of
Figure 3. Control points used in Georeference

Figure 4. Left – scanned RGB image, Right – binary image
moving point objects due to its speed and accuracy. The DP algorithm constitutes of the following steps:

1. The first and the last point of the polyline are considered fixed and are linked by a straight line. The distances between the remaining points and the straight line is computed.

2. A tolerance distance is defined by the user and the distance of the furthest point is examined; if this distance is greater than a predefined tolerance, the point is added as a new vertex of the output polyline.

3. The iteration is now complete and the algorithm starts from the step 1, except that the new points created from the step 2 are now considered fixed. If no other points exceed the tolerance distance the algorithm concludes.

The last step was the filling of the holes (i.e. building block) less than a predefined size.

Figure 5. Left – binary image, Center – clumps marked as red, Right – binary cleaned image
Final step of our proposed methodology is to implement all the processing described above into one model in QGIS. After running each step separately in order to fine-tune parameters and evaluate intermediate results, now we can use graphical modeler in QGIS to incorporate a series of tools to further automatize the vectorisation process meeting our needs for building footprints extraction from a scanned historic map.

In this case we insert all the tools from QGIS, GRASS GIS and SAGA GIS we used in the previous steps with the parameters described in each step. The only difference is the input of one more r.reclass and r.null tools in order to convert the filtered raster after the removal from clumps to no-data into a binary image.

Testing our model in a personal computer with eight-core processor, 16 gigabytes of RAM, and SSD disk, the results are more than promising. The georeferenced raster image of 700 megabytes, used as input, after a processing time of 2 minutes and 48 seconds, extracted vector data depicting building footprints quite accurately.

Figure 6. Left – Vectors extracted from cleaned binary image, Center – Simplified polygon lines, Right – Final results after the filling of holes

Model in QGIS

Final step of our proposed methodology is to implement all the processing described above into one model in QGIS. After running each step separately in order to fine-tune parameters and evaluate intermediate results, now we can use graphical modeler in QGIS to incorporate a series of tools to further automatize the vectorisation process meeting our needs for building footprints extraction from a scanned historic map.

In this case we insert all the tools from QGIS, GRASS GIS and SAGA GIS we used in the previous steps with the parameters described in each step. The only difference is the input of one more r.reclass and r.null tools in order to convert the filtered raster after the removal from clumps to no-data into a binary image.

Testing our model in a personal computer with eight-core processor, 16 gigabytes of RAM, and SSD disk, the results are more than promising. The georeferenced raster image of 700 megabytes, used as input, after a processing time of 2 minutes and 48 seconds, extracted vector data depicting building footprints quite accurately.

Figure 7. Model in QGIS Graphical Modeler
Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an applied, semiautomated, practical workflow for generating polygon vector features from raster images implementing tools and algorithms from GRASS GIS and SAGA GIS into graphical modeler in QGIS. This general workflow can be used by researchers in generating vector data sets from thematic map raster images in hopes of unlocking some of the information contained in historical maps. Users need to modify parameters of the individual geoprocessing steps within the model to achieve the desirable result on a different map based on RGB values of the scanned image, but the general approach should prove valuable. QGIS is an open source GIS platform, thus allowing a wide variety of users to perform geoprocessing functions in several applications. Therefore, the threshold to modify this workflow, albeit adjusting the parameters to fit specific values, should be attainable for those interested in extracting valuable information from a scanned historical map within minimum amount of time. Based on the individual needs for automatic vectorisation and the available data, further tools could be added in the proposed model.

In some parts of the map, gridlines from the scanned image, text connected with polygons or strikethrough text presenting toponyms and other labels could not be removed with our methodology. In order to completely clear the image of any artifact not presenting a building polygon, manual selection of these polygons could help remove them. Text can not be automatically removed, so further processing is needed in order to totally remove any letter in the scanned image.
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Identifying Building Footprints in Historic Map Data using OpenCV and PostGIS

**Keywords**: feature extraction, computer vision, historic maps, building footprints, geographical information science (GIS).

**Summary**: This paper describes a combined GIS and computer vision approach to the extraction of high quality vector building footprints from a series of scanned historic maps (Ordnance Survey County Series maps). The monochrome input maps predominantly use a speckled texture within a closed polygon to indicate the presence of a building. Image processing, segmentation and a manual data cleanup steps are performed, after which the raster data is vectorised and transformed into georeferenced PostGIS geometries (via contours generated using the python OpenCV module). The identification of buildings, joining of sheets and post-processing is then undertaken using Structured Query Language (SQL) queries passed to a PostGIS enabled PostGreSQL database. To date, it has not been possible to fully automate the process, due to original cartographic decisions like printing text over buildings, damage to the original paper maps and technical limitations. However, the semi-automated process described here has yielded high quality building footprints for two map editions covering the study area.

**Introduction**

**Background**

The House Age Project (HAP) is a long term project which originated within the Registers of Scotland (RoS) and is currently running as a pilot in collaboration with Historic Environment Scotland (HES). Data for the study area, the historic Scottish County of Edinburghshire (Midlothian) [4] is provided by the National Library of Scotland (NLS) Map Library. The long-term ambition of the project is to assign an age (interval) estimate to each building which currently exists in Scotland (to the extent that it is possible to do so) by combining GIS data extracted from scanned historic maps with present-day GIS datasets.

These project aims encompass a number of challenging research problems, which are being investigated by the project participants using GIS, computer vision and entry-level machine learning approaches. One of the challenges is the extraction of building footprints from scanned historic maps to produce derived GIS vector datasets. The extracted building footprints will be tested as input for further analysis aimed at tracking individual buildings across datasets.

An assumption is made that tracking buildings across datasets will require shape-based comparisons. For this reason every effort has been made to develop a methodology which extract vectorised building shapes as completely and accurately as possible. Due to the large amount of available data, an automated method for extracting the data is highly desirable.

---
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Tools

The analysis is conducted using open source tools. The main python libraries used include OpenCV (computer vision), the python bindings for GDAL (Geospatial Data Abstraction Library), rasterio, scikit-image, numpy, re, pickle, glob and psycopg2 (PostgreSQL database adapter for python). The data is further manipulated in a PostgreSQL database with the PostGIS spatial extension enabled. Data is visualized using QGIS and a manual cleanup step is performed using the GIMP graphics editor.

Data

The source data are manually georeferenced (either by NLS or in a few instances, by the author), 3-channel, ~12000 x 16000 pixel scans of the Ordnance Survey’s 25-inch-to-the-mile (1:2500) County Series map sheets [1,2], provided by the NLS in the GeoTIFF (Geographic Tagged Image File) format. Images are reproduced with permission of the National Library of Scotland under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International license.

There are four editions/revisions of the County Series Maps available, mapped between 1855 and 1949, covering urban areas across Scotland. The study area, comprises ~35 map sheets per edition, covering approximately 137 km². It includes a range of residential and commercial buildings in different configurations – from densely packed urban tenements to sparsely distributed, rural buildings and a range of suburban build patterns in between.

This paper describes processing of two editions of the 2nd revision, dated 1905-06 and 1912-13 respectively, wherein buildings are indicated using a speckled texture fill. Each map sheet has been assigned a unique identification number by the NLS. During processing, this reference number is retrieved from the filename and permanently associated with the data extracted from the map sheet. The NLS also provides index shapefiles containing polygons which correspond to the clipped boundaries of each map tile for each edition [3]. The attribute table of the index shapefile contains additional metadata such as survey and publication dates associated with the original maps.

Figure 1. Buildings indicated with a speckled fill (OS County Series)
Methodology

Preprocessing

The GeoTIFF image metadata standard [6] expands the .TIFF image format to allow for geo-referencing information to be stored in the image header. This allows spatially enabled software (e.g. QGIS) to display the image correctly using a geographic or projected map coordinate system.

The OpenCV Library uses an image coordinate system and does not copy geo-referencing information from the header when writing a new .TIFF file. Therefore, as a first step, the geo-referencing information attached to each map sheet is retrieved using the rasterio transform function, and the resulting python object is saved for later re-use using the python pickle module.

As the input data is monochromatic, the initial approach falls into the category that can be described as edge-detection [9]. The input images have a bimodal distribution of pixel values, with the two peaks corresponding to the white background paper and printed black ink. Otsu’s binarisation algorithm, which binarises the input image at an automatically calculated threshold (between the two modes) was found to yield the best result for this data.

The threshold value is calculated for each individual sheet, which accommodates variations in the amount of ink laid down on different map sheets as well as variations in scanning. The calculated value is shifted by a small amount before it is applied, so that light gray pixels are sliced to the same binary category as dark gray/black pixels. This is to retain as much information as possible about the original application of ink to paper, and to avoid creating small gaps in lines.

Printed pixels with the same value as the darker noise in the pixels which represent the background paper, are lost during the thresholding step. A number of options for image smoothing/noise removal were tested, but it was found that noise removal degrades the speckle texture.

The thresholded raster image contains a large number of unwanted map features, symbol and labels which are detected as contours by the OpenCV findContours() function. These include trees, boundary lines and a variety of other map symbols. Most problematic are symbols (e.g. archways) and letters (especially hollow letters like ‘o’, ‘p’, ‘B’ etc.) which are printed over, fused to the inside, or bisect the contours which represent buildings. This phenomenon is very well described in the literature [8, 9]. As any building identifiers are assigned post-extraction, it is not possible to automatically identify which polygons constitute the separate parts of bisected or fragmented buildings.

Some attempts have been made to remove the unwanted features in a targeted manner (e.g. K Nearest Neighbour algorithms, Haar patterns, approaching others with more computing power for assistance) but their removal remains resistant to automation.
For example, no attempt has been made to automatically reconstruct the ‘walls’ behind fused symbols after they have been removed. An acceptable compromise between speed and accuracy is to inspect contours for size and roughness (perimeter/area) and to mark those which are unlikely to be speckles or buildings for removal. Fused features are resolved in the manual step.

Due to paper warping, the map neat line is clipped in some places, leaving ‘opened’ buildings in the georeferenced raster images. To prevent buildings from being lost at the sheet edges, a new neat line is constructed by obtaining the rotated bounding box of all the data within the map sheet.

The data contains a number of temporary glasshouses and canopied structures whose walls are indicated with dashed lines. Glasshouses are not extracted at this time, but buildings indicated with dashed lines are reconstructed and extracted. The first step in reconstructing dashed walls is to isolate dash-like contours in close proximity to speckles. The centroid of each of these contours is then connected to the nearest centroid within a threshold distance with a line. The shape of dashes in the dataset is not always well defined enough to reliably capture their orientation, making it difficult to draw closed shapes or extend the reconstructed lines to join up with neighbouring structures. Any unclosed shapes and unwanted artifacts created by the dashed line reconstruction are resolved in the manual step.
The outputs from the steps above are then used to create a segmented image where speckles, potential buildings, potentially unwanted features and partially reconstructed dashed walls are differentiated by colour.
**Manual Step**

Each coloured, segmented map sheet is inspected and edited manually using the GIMP software editor. This means that the input data is altered from this point onwards. However, the alterations can be made in different colours (e.g. yellow for changes which need to be retained and dark blue for areas which need to be discarded) to make the manual step transparent and auditable.

Features that have been classified as unwanted (dark gray) are checked. Any misclassified features are filled in a light colour, using the bucket tool. This issue may affect very small freestanding buildings or freestanding buildings with gaps in the outline.

Large gaps in lines are also closed. The OpenCV distance transform and watershed algorithms are highly effective at closing small gaps. However, some of the narrowest buildings are narrower than some of the largest gaps in this dataset. It is not possible for the watershed algorithm to distinguish between these cases, which results in spurious lines being drawn across narrow buildings. The algorithm also causes a noticeable rounding of corners beyond that which is present in the input data. In this instance, as we wanted to capture the shape of buildings as faithfully as possible, it was decided to close gaps in the manual step.

Hollow fused text, and features which completely bisect buildings are scored through to break up the closed shapes. Some non-hollow text and the scored-through remnants can be left as these and other artifacts it will be reduced to GIS geometry errors once the data has been sent to the PostGIS database, where it can be automatically repaired. However, they will in some cases leave a trace in the form of a small dimple in the final building outline.

Some buildings are so small that their speckles are all fused to the lines and the clone stamp can be used to resolve this.

The bright green reconstructed dashed lines are checked for open segments, which are closed with the crayon tool. Some areas with heavily printed, joined-up speckles may contain artifacts created by the dash reconstruction and these are removed.

There are rare locations where so many features are overprinted that it is not possible to make a (subjective) decision about where the building outline is. These are left as-is, for extraction to fail.

The time taken per sheet varies from 10 minutes for a more rural sheet to 2 hours for a dense city center sheet. This requires a reasonable investment of time and sustained concentration and may not be feasible for a large number of maps of dense urban areas. However, it only needs to be done once per dataset and in this instance did not take as long as developing a training dataset for testing machine learning approaches.

**Extraction and Vectorisation**

The manually corrected image is segmented again using colour thresholds. This yields two new binary arrays, one consisting of the speckles and the other of the larger line features which need to be retained. Contours which are not potential buildings or speckles are discarded.

The OpenCV contours for the speckle array is inspected to capture the first node of each contour. The contour node is transformed using the pickled affine transformation and wrapped in a text string which resembles the Well-Known-text (WKT) spatial data format. The WKT string is then passed to the PostGIS database using the psycopg2 python module, within a command to generate PostGIS geometry from text (ST_PointFromText()). There can be many speckles in a map tile (hundreds of thousands) and as the work is being conducted on a standard developer laptop, disk speed was a factor in the processing time.
The line features array undergoes further processing. The GDAL sieve algorithm is used to remove pixel ‘burrs’ with a single 8-connection to the lines. These burrs are caused by speckles that have been fused/partially printed over the lines. They may cause the final building edges to be slightly offset from the center of the line in the input image.

The array containing the lines is skeletonized using a straightforward application of the scikit-image skeletonisation algorithm. This yields a skeleton with a large number of unwanted spurs which are difficult to remove using a raster/array approach. However, once the contours are captured and sent to the PostGIS database, these spurs are reduced to GIS geometry defects which can be easily repaired using standard functions like ST_MakeValid().

The skeletonized contours are retrieved and a basic validity check is performed, to confirm that it has at least three nodes. They are then transformed, formatted as WKT and posted to the PostGIS database. From this points onwards the analysis is conducted using SQL and a GIS approach.
Building Identification

At this point the PostGIS geometries contain invalid geometries, as defined by the Simple Feature Standard [7], which is not implemented in OpenCV contours. It is important to note that these geometry defects may, in some instances, represent useful information which will be lost once the geometry is repaired.

The newly created PostGIS geometries are reduced to their smallest constituents using ST_Dump() and then repaired using ST_Makevalid(). A tiny buffer followed by a tiny negative buffer resolves any remaining spurious geometries caused by skeletonisation and small unwanted features that were not removed in the manual step. New fields are added, the area of each polygon is calculated and those that are considered too large or too small to be buildings are discarded. A standard GIS point-in-polygon operation is performed to count the number of vectorised speckles inside each polygon.

The ratio of point to area is used to determine whether a given polygon is likely to be a building or not. An arbitrary threshold was chosen based on examination of the data and applied to all the map sheets, but equally it could be possible to calculate an optimal threshold for each sheet.
Once all the map sheets have been processed and copied to a master table, a primary key is added. At this stage the geometries are all simple, single part polygons consisting of a single ring. The table is inspected using QGIS. Some extremely large or oddly shaped buildings, e.g. buildings with a very large (speckle-free) central courtyard, may have been dropped. These can be retrieved from a back-up of the unfiltered set.

Post-processing

OpenCV creates two contours for each feature – one child inside the white edge and one parent outside. For freestanding buildings, this results in two overlapping polygons with very similar area and ratio properties. It is possible to remove one of them using SQL queries, and a choice was made to retain the inner one. However, making an automated choice between two slightly different shapes will have implications for any future shape-based analysis. Some cases may need to be resolved manually.

Sheet edges are joined by identifying all building polygons within a search distance of the neat line/index polygon edge. The geometry of buildings with different tile numbers are then snapped
to each other and their union calculated (with ST_Union()). A slightly more complex query is required to calculate the union for buildings which fall on the meet point of four corners. The results are varied and the resulting shapes may not be suitable for further shape analysis. In some locations, the union is excellent, but ST_Snap tends to yield unexpected results where the gap between the sheets are large or the buildings are not perfectly aligned. Where the gap is very large due to severe paper warping or imperfect geo-referencing, they may fail to join. In the dataset tested there were 37 good unions (although they did not necessarily yield a good shape), 58 correct unions with defective geometries, 6 unions were missed and 28 false unions were made. Further work will be required.

![Figure 11. Joining sheet edges](image)

The final step is to detect small, low ratio courtyard polygons using a polygon-in-polygon test. They are then cut out of building polygons as an inner ring. If hollow text is not removed before vectorization, they may cause spurious inner rings to be created in this step. Metadata is copied from the index layer to each building polygon extracted from the sheet.

![Figure 12. Adding interior rings for courtyards](image)
Results

A confusion matrix was created using a sample of four (1st edition of the second revision) map tiles covering Edinburgh City Centre and Arthur’s Seat. The results were inspected at a viewing scale of 1:750. 73087 OpenCV contours were sent to PostGIS as potential buildings. 18321 polygons were eventually classified as buildings and 54766 discarded as not buildings. There were 369 false negatives and 435 false positives. The majority of the false negatives are very small buildings which fell below the selected size threshold. The majority of false positives are similarly small polygons just over the size threshold, which form part of complex symbology like beach shingle or embankments where some ‘speckles’ may be present.

Table 1. Confusion matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual class (across) / Predicated class (down)</th>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Non-building</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>17886</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-building</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>54397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy = \(\frac{17886 + 54397}{73087} = 98.9\%\)

Misclassification = \(\frac{435 + 369}{73087} = 1.1\%\)

False positive rate = \(\frac{435}{18321} = 2.4\%\)

False negative rate = \(\frac{369}{54397} = 0.7\%\)

435 False positives:
- 32 sheet edge artifacts
- 386 tiny artifacts
- 17 yard/courtyard polygons merged with building polygons

369 False negatives:
- 21 dashed buildings lost
- 4 buildings fragmented
- 246 tiny buildings lost
- 59 buildings lost to gaps
- 2 slivers of buildings lost at sheet edges
- 37 buildings lost as they were incorrectly misclassified as unwanted in preprocessing

It is possible to extract the majority of buildings without a manual step, but buildings are lost in particular where overprinted features and gaps in the lines are present. An earlier version of the methodology (without the manual step, but including a watershed algorithm) identified 19066 features as buildings in the four sample map sheets, of which 1916 were false negatives. 425 dashed buildings were lost and 504 buildings were fragmented into two or more polygons.

Buildings affected by overprinted text are not randomly distributed – they tend to occur in more densely built up areas and a disproportionate number of public houses (pubs) are affected, as they tend to be small, oddly-shaped street corner buildings and have the text ‘P.H.’ overprinted in relatively large capital letters [5].

The manual step brings the overall extraction rate to a satisfactory 98.9%. However, the extraction rate is not the only factor to consider when judging the quality of the polygons and their suitability as input for shape analysis.

The boundaries of the extracted polygons are well-contained within the lines of the original scanned map image and generally falls visually on the centerline. The boundaries of adjacent buildings are coincident. Corners are slightly rounded and the geometries are highly complex, with a very large number of vertices, as the extracted lines follow the jagged pixel edges of the input raster data. Due to the complexity of the geometry, the output file size is large and subsequent processing slower than desired. Further work on simplification/generalization is being undertaken and it is not clear yet whether the outputs are suitable for further shape-based analysis.
Discussion

A number of practical factors are reflected in the methodological choices described above. The focus of the work is to produce datasets, rather than to solve all issues around automation. These unresolved issues include effects caused by some of the original cartographic choices, e.g. text printed across buildings and buildings indicated by dashed lines; as well as issues caused by the age of the original paper map sheets, e.g. damage and warping at sheet edges. For this reason, a semi-automated solution is being considered as part of the House Age Project. A manual step resolves the issues that are resistant to automation with a high degree of success. However, it does involve making (auditable) changes to the input data, which introduces a subjective element into the analysis.

The hardware available to the project has been limited to high-specification business laptops. The resulting lack of processing power has closed off a lot of potentially fruitful avenues of inquiry, from simple options like searching images with a sliding window to more advanced machine learning algorithms. However, it has been possible to implement a combined computer vision and GIS approach which solves the problem of building identification through simple spatial queries rather than processing intensive and complex feature detection methods.

The Well-Known-Text data format offers an easy and flexible way of transforming OpenCV contours to GIS geometries. It has an advantage over the shapefile format in that it allows OpenCV contours to be imported into a GIS system as-is, which may include mixed geometry types and invalid geometries (i.e. which do not confirm to the Simple Features Standard). Geometry defects are automatically removed during shapefile creation, so using WKT as an intermediary format allows for much greater control over the data during the transformation of OpenCV contours into valid GIS geometries.

PostgreSQL/PostGIS database tables and Structured Query Language (SQL) offers flexible methods for establishing spatial relationships between selected geometries in the same or adjoining map sheets. The geometries created using this approach are highly complex (they contain a lot of nodes) and this is already causing unexpected results to occur in steps relating to joining parts of buildings across sheet edges. Work on generalization is being undertaken.

Conclusion

To date, it has not been possible to develop a fully automated process for extracting building footprints from the OS County Series Maps used in this pilot study. However, a semi-automated process which makes use of a spatial approach to building identification has yielded high quality building footprints, with very little processing power and relatively easy-to-understand tools.
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Extracting Wetlands from Swiss Historical Maps with Convolutional Neural Networks

Keywords: Siegfried map, map feature extraction, Fully Convolutional Neural Networks, wetland reconstruction

Summary: Historical maps can serve as valuable resources for various kinds of researches such as ecology, land reclamation (Ngo et al, 2015), toponymy, history, etc. (Chiang, 2016). Specifically, extracting wetlands from historical maps facilitates researchers to investigate the spatio-temporal dynamics of the hydrological and ecological situation. Deep learning methods, especially Fully Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNN), provide an efficient and effective way to extract features from raster maps. To extract wetland areas from the Swiss Siegfried maps, we trained a U-Net based architecture and applied the learnt model to 573 map sheets across Switzerland. The pixel-wise prediction results were converted to polygons through a vectorization and generalization step. The vector wetland layers will be used for studies on land-cover change.

Introduction

The accessibility of the large numbers of historical maps indicates the high demand for successful feature extraction methods (Leyk & Boesch, 2009), because a wealth of cartographic information is still locked in the existing historical map series, such as building footprints, hydrography, map labels, etc. It is difficult to assess and compare wetland’s historical and the current coverage and condition. Thus, historical maps are valuable sources for wetland change analysis as they retain the most reliable spatial data. Wetland areas in historical maps are often shown as composite elements that consist of clustered small symbols whose spatial distribution and patterns can define higher-level spatial objects, such as forests, grasslands, etc. (Leyk & Boesch, 2009). In Figure 1, the wetlands are denoted with composite horizontal strokes.

Conventional extraction approaches such as color image segmentation (CIS) have demonstrated their effectiveness in extracting map features, like roads, buildings, text, etc. Nevertheless, the conventional approaches are not perfectly suitable for historical maps, because the maps often suffer from poor graphical quality due to bleaching of the original paper maps and archiving practices (Chiang, et al., 2014). Based on the color feature of image pixels, CIS assumes that homogeneous colors in the image correspond to the same classes. The homogeneous regions that can be classified by CIS must show spatial contiguity. Thus, CIS may fail in extracting a composite object as a whole because of the trivial symbols and their complicated cluster. As we can see from Figure 1, one single wetland area is clustered by some trivial strokes, but the symbols are not connected with each other, although they form a contiguous texture.

¹ Institute of Cartography and Geoinformation, ETH Zürich [cjiao@ethz.ch]
In recent years, a group of supervised machine learning algorithms, known as Fully Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNN), has been exerting their superiority in automated feature extraction from images, especially historical maps (Saeedimoghaddam and Stepinski, 2019). An FCNN architecture, consisting of several convolutional, ReLU, and pooling layers, gradually extracts complex features from an input image, and then predicts the possibility of a feature correlating to a specific class. Yet, one of the challenges of FCNNs is that they inevitably require a large amount of training data to perform sufficiently well. However, producing training data manually might not be an option due to a lack of resources, which motivates the search for alternative sources of training data.

In this paper, we used the data from another study on wetlands in Switzerland as training data and trained an FCNN model to detect wetland pixels, which is followed by a vectorization and generalization step that generates wetland geometries.

**Data and Methods**

The Siegfried map is a comprehensive Swiss national map series that was published between 1872 and 1949. In a recent real-world use case, wetlands for whole Switzerland for the year 1880 are to be extracted for a Non-governmental Organization (NGO) from the Siegfried Map Series to carry out a study on land-cover change. For training an FCNN model, we need the input map sheet and the corresponding labeled wetland data. However, due to the unavailability of the labeled data for the year 1880, data of the year 1900 from the study on the historical development of wetlands in Switzerland has been used for training (Stuber & Bürgi, 2018). One Siegfried map sheet is shown in Figure 2(a), with its corresponding labeled training data presented in Figure 2(b), whose pixel holds a one if it belongs to a wetland, and zero otherwise. Naturally, these two datasets for 1880 and 1900 come from somewhat different distributions. The symbolization may have changed slightly between the two periods, and the map sheets of the training dataset have been georeferenced in a different way from the sheets of 1880.
We developed a segmentation model that is based on the U-Net architecture (Ronneberger & Brox, 2015), which was adapted to the problem at hand. According to Heitzler and Hurni (2020), the U-Net is comprised of two diametrical network paths, the contracting path and the upsampling path, which is presented in Figure 3. The contracting path consisting of convolution layers and max-pooling layers generates increasingly higher abstract representations of the input image. The max-pooling layers used in conjunction with the convolution layers allow for reducing the extent of the input matrix. The up-sampling path infers the class of a pixel based on its position and its surroundings by gradually combining these features on different granularities. Deconvolution layers are used in the up-sampling path to quadruple the extents of input layers. Each layer is followed by a corresponding elu activation layer except for the max-pooling layers and the final convolution layer, which has a sigmoid activation layer. These activation layers delimit the output probabilities to the range [0, 1]. In the used implementation, the convolution layers have 32 filter kernels.

Figure 2. Data example: (a) One map sheet; (b) the labeled wetland data corresponding to (a).

Geodata © Swisstopo
Each map sheet sized 7,000×4,800 pixels is subdivided into a grid of tiles with the size of 200×200 pixels to be processable by the U-Net model. Furthermore, to avoid misclassifying the border pixels, the extent of the input tile is expanded by 60 pixels on each side. A well-learnt model is obtained after training with 36 map sheets, namely 36×35×24 tiles. When a map sheet is fed into the trained model, it generates a pixel-wise prediction result, holding the probability of each pixel belonging to a wetland. The pixels with a possibility greater than 0.5 are segmented as wetland areas.

Once the wetland segmentation results are generated, vectorization is performed using functions from the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) to convert the raster binary results into vector geometries. Next, generalization is implemented using the Douglas–Peucker algorithm, which iteratively traces the line segments of the original polyline and only keeps the start point, end point, and the farthest point of the current line segment (Douglas & Peucker, 1973). If required, the vectorized and generalized geometries can still be manually corrected to yield high-quality wetland vector layers.

Result

An example for a wetland reconstruction result is shown in Figure 4, where Figure 4(a) presents the map sheet. Fig 4(b) illustrates the pixel-wise prediction result of a subsection of the area, in which the luminance of the red color corresponds to the possibility that the pixel belongs to a wetland. In other words, the brighter red pixels indicate a higher probability of them belonging to a wetland. The final result of this subsection is presented in Figure 4(c), which overlays the wetland geometries on the map sheet. We can see that the wetland boundaries are accurately extracted. Besides, a wetland area denoted with composite elements can be extracted as a whole, even though it is intersected with contour lines or other composite elements. The results verify the effectiveness as well as the robustness of the reconstruction approach. Wetland areas have been extracted and vectorized from 573 Siegfried map sheets across Switzerland with this method.
Conclusion

This paper addresses the wetland reconstruction issue by developing and training a U-Net based architecture, and applying the well-learnt model to the target map sheets. It is followed by a vectorization and generalization step, which outputs vector wetland layers that can be analyzed by Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The wetland reconstruction method performs well for recognizing and extracting the composite wetland elements. Future work will not only focus on the wetland extraction, but also on other hydrological features on the historical maps.
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Automatic vectorisation of old maps using QGIS – tools, possibilities and challenges

**Keywords**: map vectorisation, QGIS, Python

**Summary**: The authors experimented with the open source GIS software QGIS to reveal its possibilities in automatic vectorisation. The target object was a 1 : 200 000 map sheet of the third Austro-Hungarian military survey. Although QGIS provides tools for the main steps of the vectorisation process – such as colour segmentation of the raster image, skeletoning, vector extraction and vector post-processing – using them on an old map raises several challenges. This paper discusses the results of these experiments, and introduces a few simple python scripts that may help users in the vectorisation process.

**Introduction**

Historical maps are an important source of topographic, statistical and other types of information of past ages. Although it is possible to manually extract the required data from these maps, it is a tedious process especially in the case of sheets of old surveys that have very high information density. The goal is usually to transform specific content of these maps into vector-based feature data with attributes that can be further processed, analysed by GIS software. There are various attempts to fasten this process by automatizing certain steps or, if possible, the whole task.

Brown (2002) uses the commercial R2V software for vectorising geological maps. Arteaga (2013) developed the R tool Map Vectorizer, optimized for building outline extraction from cadastral/insurance maps. Iosifescu et al. (2016) experimented on 19th and early 20th century Swiss topographic maps also focusing mostly on building footprints but dealing with hydrography as well. They used various open source software: GDAL, ImageMagick and QGIS with GRASS. Peller (2018) provides a comprehensive review of several projects on this field, utilizing commercial or open source solutions.

Commercial GIS software ArcGIS provides the extension ArcScan to help vectorisation process. It is able to trace lines, recognise basic geometric shapes on raster images (ESRI, 2016). Open source QGIS also has modules for the task but these are not (yet) organized into a single user-friendly tool. Automatic vectorisation algorithms are often used on satellite imagery for extracting linear features (e.g. rivers) or landcover polygons (e.g. in Schwenk et al, 2018). All vectorisation methods follow the same chain of steps (although usually not implementing all of them):
- Scanning,
- Georeferencing,
- Image pre-processing (colour enhancement, noise removal, etc.).
- Colour segmentation,
- Raster editing (line thinning, removing small objects etc.),
- Raster-vector conversion,
- Vector post-processing.

While works mentioned above mainly deal with large scale (mostly cadastral) maps, this paper summarizes the results of vectorisation experiments on late 19th and early 20th century topographic maps, mostly in QGIS environment.

**Target object**

The target object (*Figure 1*) of the present study is a 1 : 200 000 (Generalkarte) map sheet of the third Austro-Hungarian military survey depicting the confluence of river Olt into the Danube. The coverage of this map series stretches far beyond the actual territory of Austria-Hungary. This sheet was chosen because it is in a very good state comparing to other sheets physically available at our department and it depicts several various landscape types which makes it perfect for testing vectorisation methods.

![Figure 1. “42°44″ Slatina” sheet, the target object of present study. (Courtesy of the Map Collection of ELTE Eötvös Loránd University)](image)
Processing steps

Scanning

Although the first step, scanning the maps seems to be a quite straightforward thing, choice of resolution, colour depth, and image format may affect the success of every following step. If the resolution is too low, important details can be lost and nearby objects can be blurred. On the other hand, using too high resolution, the material errors and print errors of the paper (for example smudged ink) might also appear after vectorisation. The sample map sheet was scanned in 600 dpi, as a 24 bit colour TIFF image with lossless compression. This latter is important – using a JPEG compression on the image causes loss in the original pixel information.

Georeferencing

The Generalkarte sheets of the 3rd Military Survey were composed in the Lichtenstern polyhedral projection (Timár et al, 2009). As this projection is not supported by any known GIS software, a projection with similar properties is required. The Lichtenstern projection maps the selected 1° by 1° geographic quadrangle into a trapezium in which the central meridian as well as the bounding latitudes are true scale, so applying the Sinusoidal projection on it with proper datum and central meridian settings will result infinitesimal distortion as this projection also has true scale central meridian and parallels, and the bend of the edge meridians of the 1° by 1° quadrangle is negligible at this latitude. Although the georeferencing process also can be carried out in QGIS, the authors used Global Mapper for this task, using the corners and the edge midpoints as ground control points (GCPs).

Image preprocessing

Depending on the type of features to be extracted, there might be different image preprocessing solutions needed. The current map depicts water bodies and larger rivers with a horizontal blue hatch fill. This pattern usually needs to be blurred into a uniform colour before vectorising, which can be realized using a convolutional filter with cross-shaped kernel matrix. If the goal is the enhancement of these horizontal lines, another kernel with a horizontal line can be used (Figure 2 and 3). This preprocessing can be done for example in GIMP (to stay on the open source field).

![Kernel matrices for enhancing (left) or blurring (right) horizontal hatching](image)

**Figure 2. Kernel matrices for enhancing (left) or blurring (right) horizontal hatching**
Colour segmentation

Before vectorising, we need to select those pixels of the raster that the features are shown by. This is called colour segmentation and depending on the method used may be resulted in a binary raster (where pixel values are set to 1 or 0 based on their colour belongs to that given feature type or not) or to a palette image in which there are a handful of possible colour values corresponding to the original printing colours of the map.

The dzetsaka plugin of QGIS does the latter. The user needs to create a few polygons on a vector layer, marking examples of the various printing colours (classes), and the plugin uses this information to classify pixels (Karasiak, 2016). This plugin proved to be successful for extracting black features (roads, buildings, labels). For rivers, however, another solution was used, taking advantage that blue was overprinted on other colours, therefore, by converting the image into HSV (hue/saturation/value) colour model and using hue filtering the blue features can be extracted even when they are printed upon other colours.

Raster editing

Due to the outworn paper of archive maps, the faded colours on it and eventual scanning errors, colour segmentation usually results in a raster that needs further processing before vectorisation: removal of small holes, standalone pixels, which is usually followed by skeletoning (thinning) lines. In QGIS, there are many ways for that. SAGA Close One Cell Gaps module fills every 1-pixel hole and makes the objects more homogeneous. With Remove small pixel clumps function the values of lone pixels, small pixel clumps can be changed to “no data” and after that these pixels are not in use. GDAL Translate (convert format) function can convert the pixels with 0 value (which means unwanted background colours) to “no data”.

To help colour segmentation and raster editing task, a simple Python application was developed. (see scripts created for the project: https://github.com/samanbey/auto_vector.) The program is based on OpenCV and the rivgraph module (Schwenk, 2020).

The interface of HSV filter program (Figure 4) consists of a set of sliders. The first six slider of interface can be used to define the limit of the HSV values of highlighted colour. There are more six sliders to eliminate the inaccuracy derived from errors of paper or scanning by setting properties of the erosion filter kernel, the gradient filter and the closing filters. The erosion filter eliminates remove small pixel clumps and makes lines thinner, the gradient filter can be used to extract outlines while the closing filter fills small gaps.
Another approach to thinning lines is using the “r.thin” function in the GRASS module of QGIS. Thinning is a crucial step before line vectorisation as the conversion only works with one-pixel wide lines.

Vectorising lines and vector post-processing

The thinned raster can be converted to vector using the “r.to.vect” function from GRASS module. The resulting set of polylines are still far from good: most lines are disjointed or branched into spiky short sections. The first step to eliminate these is running “v.clean” function with rmdangle command in GRASS module to remove most of the spikes. Some small branches still remain around the lines, so in SAGA module with “line properties” function is used to insert line segment lengths into the attribute table after which lines shorter than a certain limit are deleted from the table (The limit should be slightly larger than the actual pixel size of the raster). Finally, a geometric reduction is performed using the “Simplify” function in Vector/Geometry Tools menu.

Line vectorisation can also be carried out without thinning. In this case “r.to.vect” is used to create polygons from the raster image. Lines will be represented as polygon stripes. In the next step the holes inside the polygons are removed with “delete holes” function and a geometric reduction is performed with the “Simplify” function from Vector/Geometry Tools menu. Then the centerlines of polygons are created by the “Skeleton/Medial axis” function in HCMGIS plugin in Geometry Processing menu. To remove the remaining spikes and branches, the “v.clean” function is used.

The only remaining task is joining the still separated line segments. A simple python script can do the trick in QGIS. The algorithm iterates over possible polyline pairs and checks the distance of their endpoints. If it is below a given threshold and the orientation of the corresponding line segments is also similar, the lines are joined. The algorithm continues until no more line joins are performed. See script at: https://github.com/samanbey/auto_vector
Results

We got the best results so far when extracted rivers depicted as surfaces (with horizontal hatch fill) either as vector surfaces or generalized into polylines (Figure 5). Results with single-line hydrography elements (creeks, smaller rivers) are also promising, but auto-connecting fragments are not always perfect. Another problem with this category that colour filtering settings depend on how other map elements interfere with hydrography.

The toughest case is in mountainous areas where forest patches and relief hatching both may intersect water, not mentioning roads in narrow valleys running very close to creeks, and crossing them several times. Figure 6 shows results in such a sample area. Although most of the hydrographic network is well extracted, the resulting polylines are fragmented. Automatic connection of these lines did not bring the expected results yet; depending on the parameter settings many gaps remained unconnected or the script also connected line ending that should not be connected. Road and railroad network is also troublesome, mainly because the same black colour is used for several different element groups: Buildings, fences, roads, tracks, railways and place names.

![Figure 5. Rivers extracted as polylines](image1)

![Figure 6. Recognition of single-line rivers in mountainous environment](image2)
Conclusion, further plans

Results show that it is possible to automatically extract vector features from scanned old maps using QGIS, but there is no uniform solution for all feature types. The steps of extraction depend on printing colours, the interference of various map elements and the content density of the map. The results are still far from prefect, and further improvements are needed.

Future plans include the improvement of vector post processing – especially auto-connecting fragmented lines, recognising linear elements with double or dashed lines. Another field of interest is recognising and extracting map symbols and labels – this may also help in distinguishing different element categories printed in the same colour, as the already recognised elements can be removed from the raster image before further processing.
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(Semi-)automatic vector extraction of administrative borders from historical raster maps

Keywords: image enhancing; Historical boundary data, Raster-to-Vector Conversion

Summary: Historical raster maps can be a useful source of information and allow us to travel backwards in time. The HistoGIS Project wants among other things also the creation of geodata from historical political/administrative units to allow queries with this data. Therefore, already existing vector data is used but also scanned historical raster maps from the 19th and early 20th century. When it comes to the creation of new vector data the use of historical maps is inevitable. As the creation and extraction of vector data from raster maps can be very challenging especially when it is done manually by heads-up digitizing. Since this can be a very time-consuming and tedious task, the aim was to find an easy semi-automatic solution for extracting and vectorizing administrative borders from historical maps using open source tools. Therefore, different software tools and processes were tested. The main data source of this work builds the “Historischer Atlas der österreichischen Alpenländer”.

Introduction

Historical border changes can help to answer a variety on open research questions. Spatial references become more and more important, not least of the “Spatial Turn” which places space or geographical space as a cultural entity. Therefore the HistoGIS project from the Austrian Center for Digital Humanities and Cultural Heritage which is part of the Austrian Academy of Sciences wants to contribute this development. HistoGIS should support research projects with its historical geodata as an analytical tool, enrichment service, publishing platform as well as a workbench and stable repository (oeaw.ac.at). The project involves not only scanning, georeferencing and the extraction of administrative boundaries, but also collecting already existing shapefiles and adapting them to the projects data schema. Still the focus of the project is to generate data sets from the Habsburg Monarchy as granular as possible between the timespan of approximately 1780 until 1918.

When it comes to the investigation of the already existing shape files, we realized how inaccurate some of the geometrical data was. And on the other hand, there are still a lot of political/ administrative entities missing.

At this point, where we need to compare the existing data with other maps on the one hand and where we need to generate new data from old historical maps on the other hand. To create new data from old maps is more complex and time intense. So the aim of this paper was to find and afterwards provide an easy solution for vectorizing historical administrative borders from old maps.

The methodology of the workflow that was used for creating and extracting vector boundaries from old maps, here preferably from maps of the “Historischer Atlas der österreichischen Alpenländer” is described below.

1 Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna [anna.piechl@oeaw.ac.at]
Preprocessing

After choosing an already scanned map for the region of interest it continues further to the next step. To be successful on (semi-) automated vectorization not only the step where it gets to the raster-to-vector conversion is important, but also to do some preprocessing, such as working on the image quality as well as enhancing and editing pixels. This is not only applicable for open source solutions but also for commercial ones\(^3\). Before on heads further to the GIS (Geographical Information System) part some image enhancement for the scanned map will take place. Here GIMP a pixel based open source image processing software was used. First it is important to emphasize the objects of interest of the map. Image mode at the beginning must be RGB (red, green, blue) which allows using Brightness and Contrast tool. In case of the map from the “Österreichischer Atlas der historischen Alpenländer”. Brightness and Contrast were both increased for the value of 70.

After colour brightness and contrast are adjusted, I play with the threshold of the canals of the map and increase the green value to get clearer borders. Whereby the threshold changes the raster into a black and white image. Black pixels represent pixels with a value out of the threshold range, white ones show pixels in the threshold range\(^4\).

As soon as the Image Enhancement is done the Fuzzy Select Tool was used to select the borders. After selecting, the selection gets copied in a new image and will be exported in TIFF-Format.

---


Georeferencing the selected borders

To assign the raster map to geographic coordinates and a coordinate system it is necessary to georeference the raster image with the emphasized borders. For this step the Georeferencer Plugin in QGIS open source software was used. As a base map and therefore geospatial reference OpenStreetMap was used. Because a coordinate grid is not available in this map it is necessary to pick Ground Control Points (GCPs) manually. Beside the Ground Control Points, another very important factors are the Transformation Settings. There are three very common algorithms in use. A first-order polynomial transformation will scale, translate and rotate, a second-order polynomial transformation is able to handle some curvature, hence a third-order polynomial transformation allows even higher rates of distortion. We can find also projective option that offers rotation and translation of coordinates and a linear one on the other hand, which is used to create world files, but does not really transform the raster. Another option it to use the Thin Plate Spline algorithm which was determined for our map. As a resampling method Cubic Spline was defined. The reason for using these options was because they are useful for historical data because it is able to introduce local deformations in data and it is suggested for raster images with low quality⁵.

Raster to Vector Conversion

A semi-automatic vectorisation approach can help to reduce working time for a project. Especially when it comes to the vectorization of a larger number of maps it is worth to think about a somehow automatized option. A semi-automatic way working with non-commercial tools makes sense when someone deals with maps that have the same or similar colours or style and come from one source it is a good opportunity to use a prepared automatized workflow.

Once the preselected borders are georeferenced we want to head to the vectorization part. Therefore, the first step is to use the GDAL Tool Contour from the Raster extraction toolbox. It is supposed to be used for creating Digital Elevation Models (DEM). So, this is kind of a remote sensing techniques come into play. Here the default settings were used, except the

---

⁵ https://gracilis.carleton.ca/CUOSGwiki/index.php/Georeferencing_Raster_Imagery_in_QGIS_using_Vector_Data#Adding_Control_Points
Interval number between the contour lines got changed. For the maps of the “Historischer Atlas der österreichischen Alpenländer” the value had to be increased to at least 150 (Figure 4) to get a usable result. Testing shew that values below 150 would produce to many line objects which would make further working with the data even more difficult.

As a result, we get a line vector layer which shows the borders of the raster selection. With the settings done we received to lines. See in Figure 5. To receive a single border line, it is needed to find the centreline of the two outline border lines. After testing and not getting any good result a buffer came into play. Therefore, the next step was to create a buffer around the vectorized borders. To reach a “closing” result the Buffer Distance had to be set up to at least 180 meters (Figure 6). The tests showed that any lower value would not be enough to reach the wished results.

As a buffer result (Figure 7) we receive a polygon vector layer. The resulting buffer objects must be merged then and saved as a Polygon shapefile to extract the center lines afterwards.

Figure 12. Screenshot Contour Tool Preferences
Figure 13. Results after running the Contour tool

Figure 14. Buffer preferences
After testing several tools and methods in QGIS that did not show satisfying results for a skeletonize or center line extraction process the solution was to try a different QGIS tool. The open source software OpenJUMP provides a Skeletonizer Plugin to be tested. The GIS-Software and tools are freely downloadable. This tool creates skeletons of polygon objects. To get the centerline of our buffer polygon the buffer shape file, that was created beforehand in QGIS must be loaded in the OpenJUMP Software. See preferences in Figure 8). As a result, we get a connected line shapefile (Figure 9). After the process we export the data as a shape file.
Figure 17. Result Skeletonizing

Figure 18. Polygonized Boundaries
Creating final Boundary Data set

To get the final boundary data set we load the skeletonized results back into QGIS. As we wish to have polygons for our political entities we transform our lines into polygons. To reach this we must use Polygonize tool. As shown in Figure 11, some of the boundaries do not close, therefore the end of the lines will be closed, by doing this the Polygonize tool will transform the line features into polygons, see in Figure 12. The result is okay but not perfect. Within the polygons there are still small areas that must probably be removed manually or with a cleaning tool. This leads back to the poor image segmentation.

Conclusion

The research in this paper presents one easy solution for extracting vector data from historical maps. Although this paper shows only one way in an easy manner for doing this process but still it lets us know that there are several options when using non-commercial software such as GIMP, QGIS or OpenJUMP. The tools show usable results, even if they are still in need of improvement. The testing shows that it is not possible to be successful without doing any pre-processing. And still it is no easy to find an open source solution that is easy to deal with for people who have low programming knowledge.
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First vector components in the MAPIRE: 3D building modelling and Virtual Reality view

Summary: MAPIRE is an originally raster-based portal, presenting scanned and geo-referred historical topographic, cadastral and town maps, as overlays on modern cartographic datasets, such as OpenStreetMaps or HereMaps. Its first 3D option was adopted via the SRTM elevation dataset, still on raster base, showing 3D panoramas from the viewpoint, using the historical map layer. Here we introduce the first vector component of the MAPIRE, developed in Cesium software environment. To improve the city and town maps, we applied a new 3D building modelling utility (MapBox Vector Tiles). The details of the historical buildings – varying in different time layers – are reconstructed from archive plans as well as photographic heritage provided by the Arcanum (the host of MAPIRE) and historical postcards. Unrevealed building parts are defined according to the ‘usual outline’ of the given age. Using this technology, we are able to provide virtual 3D tours for the users of MAPIRE, first in the frame of the ‘Budapest Time Machine’ project. Besides, the Virtual Reality (VR) tour is available also in the service, still in raster basis: as a pilot project, we can follow pre-recorded paths on the historical map using VR glasses.
A Semi-automatic Label Digitization Workflow for the Siegfried Map

Keywords: historical maps, vectorization, deep learning, convolutional neuronal network, label extraction

Summary: Digitizing historical maps automatically offers a multitude of challenges. This is particularly true for the case of label extraction since labels vary strongly in shape, size, orientation and type. In addition, characters may overlap with other features such as roads or hachures, which makes extraction even harder. To tackle this issue, we propose a novel semi-automatic workflow consisting of a sequence of deep learning and conventional text processing steps in conjunction with tailor-made correction software. To prove its efficiency, the workflow is being applied to the Siegfried Map Series (1870-1949) covering entire Switzerland with scales 1:25,000 and 1:50,000. The workflow consists of the following steps. First, we decide for each pixel if the content is text or background. For this purpose, we use a convolutional neuronal network with the U-Net architecture (Ronneberger, 2015). The weights are calculated with four manually annotated map sheets as ground truth. The trained model can then be used to predict the segmentation on any other map sheet. The results are clustered with DBSCAN (Ester, Kriegel, Sander, & Xu, 1996) to aggregate the individual pixels to letters and words. This way, each label can be localized and extracted without background. But since this is still a non-vectorized representation of the labels, we use the Google Vision API to interpret the text of each label and also search for matching entries in the Swiss Names database by Swisstopo for verification. As for most label extraction workflows, the last step consists of manually checking all labels and correcting possible mistakes. For this purpose, we modified the VGG Image Annotator to simplify the selection of the correct entry. Our framework reduces the time consumption of digitizing labels drastically by a factor of around 5. The fully automatic part (segmentation, interpretation, matching) takes around 5-10 min per sheet and the manual processing part around 1.5-2h. Compared to a fully manual digitizing process, time efficiency is not the only benefit. Also the chance of missing labels decreases strongly. A human cannot detect labels with the same accuracy as a computer algorithm. Most problems leading to more manual work occur during clustering and text recognition with the Google Vision API. Since the model is trained for maps in a flat part of German-speaking Switzerland, the algorithm performs poorer for other parts. In Alpine regions, the rock hachures are often misinterpreted as labels, leading to many false positives. French labels are often composed of several words, which are not clustered into one label by DBSCAN. Possible further work could include retraining with more diverse ground truth or extending the U-Net model so that it can also recognize and learn textual information.
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**Introduction**

The Siegfried Map was the official map series from Switzerland from 1870 to 1949. It is the successor of the Dufour Map which was the first official Swiss map. Some of the main differences is the change from hachures to contours and the introduction of colors. The production included highly tedious work from surveying in alpine terrain and engraving the map contents on different copper plates. The cartographers took much attention to detail and wanted the map not only to be a mere means to an end but also a work of art. Especially the meticulously drawn rock hachures helped to shape the reputation of the famous Swiss cartography style (Bleuer, 1968). The map was produced in two different scales, 1:50’000 in the mountainous regions and 1:25’000 for the lowland. It consists of around 500 different sheets, each spanning around 200 km² for the 1:50’000 regions or 50 km² for the 1:25’000 regions.

In the efforts of preserving the map and making it available for future generations, each sheet has already been scanned and georeferenced. But to use the full potential of analysis of historic data, current projects focus on the vectorization of the different map elements like buildings (Heitzler & Hurni, 2020), contours or hydrological features. The objective of this project is part of this bigger goal and namely deals with the extraction of the labels together with their respective position. Those digitized labels will help for historical analysis and show how the toponyms changed over time due to spatial development.

Since there are around 500 sheets with multiple versions, amounting to around 4000 sheets in total, a pure manual label annotation process is considered to be unfeasible. Therefore, the main part of the process was designed to be automatic, however a final manual correction step could not be avoided.

**Related Work**

The interest in digital map processing started in the early 80’s. One of the main reasons was the nearly exponential growth of scanned maps in numerous archives. Many disciplines in the natural and social sciences became increasingly interested in using historical maps as a primary resource (Chiang, Unlocking Textual Content from Historical Maps - Potentials and Applications, Trends, and Outlooks, 2017). Also to deeply understand the impact of environmental change, analyzing historical maps can be essential. They can provide a new dimension to the processing of geographic data by expanding from spatial to spatio-temporal analysis (Chiang, Leyk, & Knoblock, 2014).

Label extraction of historical maps is a very difficult task. Labels can vary strongly in shape, form, size, and type. Especially characters overlapping with roads or shading make this even harder. While other features on historical maps like roads or buildings often have a more consistent structure and are easier to extract, labels can vary greatly in appearance. They can be written with different angles, bending or even different spacing.

These issues have been addressed with different approaches. Deseilligny et al. (1995) developed a rotation-invariant character recognition method to overcome the issue that pure Optical Character Recognition (OCR) likely mixed up similar characters. Frischknecht (1996) introduced a software package which extracts symbols and labels on scanned maps with a so-called knowledge-based matching method. To solve the very difficult separation process of text and background graphics, Velázquez and Levachkine (2004) developed a method called V-lines which can also handle curved
labels. An OCR-based recognition algorithm using artificial neural networks is applied to define the coordinates, size, and orientation of the character strings. An increasing trend in image processing research is the use of deep learning algorithms. For example Wick and Puppe (2018) proposed a fully convolutional neural network for historical document segmentation of text and pictures.

Methodology

This project also follows the aforementioned trend of using deep learning algorithms. The workflow is described in Figure 1. First we use a previously trained Convolutional Neuronal Network (CNN) to predict a pixel wise segmentation of the map into label and non-label areas (1). To determine which pixels belong to the same word, the areas are clustered using DBSCAN (2). With this information, for each word the corresponding bounding box can be extracted from the map and the background can be removed, so that the word can be read more clearly (3+4). This is then fed into the Google Vision API, which is designed to read text from images (5). This is sometimes still erroneous. To refine the result, we use an existing database of the labels in the current map work. The vicinity is checked for a similar label and recorded if there is a match (6). To determine the final result, the last step is to manually review the labels and correct potential errors.

Training the Deep Learning Network

A CNN is a deep learning algorithm which can learn to find and classify patterns on images. Several different classes of patterns can be defined for the deep learning model to look for. It takes as input the individual pixels and numerous parameters and outputs to which class each pixel most probably belongs to. The parameters are also called weights and have to be trained beforehand. This training needs ground truth data, meaning map sheets where each pixel is already labelled as text or background. With the help of this, the algorithm can adapt the weights according to the specific problem.
In this project, the ground truth was produced with cumbersome manual annotation of four sheets. Polygons were drawn over each word, following the exact shapes of the letters. This took around one workday per sheet. Of the 4800x7000 pixels, only around 2% represent text. Therefore we have a strongly unbalanced training data (see Figure 2).

For the CNN we use the U-Net model which was proposed by Ronneberger et al. (2015) for biomedical image segmentation. As an input it takes images of 256x256 pixels. Therefore, we crop out input sheets into batches of 200x200 pixels and then up-sample them to the required 256x256 pixels. The training consists of iteratively adjusting the weights to better fit the ground truth dataset using gradient descent. The loss function is a measure of how well the model behaves in comparison to the desired values. When the loss function converges to a small enough value, the training is completed and the weights are saved for prediction on other sheets.

![Figure 2. Training data sheet (left) and ground truth (right)](image)

**CNN Prediction**

When the model is trained, it can be used to predict the segmentation of any other sheet. Before feeding the sheet into the algorithm, it is also first cropped into smaller batches in order to speed up the process. When the network finishes the pixel-wise prediction of the class, the output is a value between 0 and 1. This indicated the likelihood of the pixel to belong to the foreground class. We defined a threshold of 0.5 to define the class for each pixel. All values above are classified as text. The last step is to recombine the small batches to the size of the input sheet.

**Clustering Results**

To determine which segments belong to a common label, the results of the prediction are grouped using a density based clustering algorithm called DBSCAN. It has the advantage that arbitrary shaped clusters can be found and it is also robust to outliers. This is especially helpful for maps since multiple labels of different form and size can often be found close to each other. The parameters for this clustering method were found empirically and might have to be adjusted for different types of maps. When all clusters are found, a bounding box for each cluster is defined.
Google Vision and Swiss Names Matching

After the location and segmentation of each labels is found, the next step is to understand the content of the text. For this we need a tool provided by Google Vision API (Google, 2020). It allows uploading images containing text and outputs the digitalized text. There are several pre-trained networks which work on many different text fonts and styles.

To prepare the images to be sent to Google Vision, each label found in the clustering step is cropped using the corresponding bounding box and saved as a separate image. In order to reduce errors caused by confusing background patterns, we use the segmentation information to delete the background parts on the cropped images. This makes the text stand out and more clearly visible.

The Google Vision API does not always work correctly. Sometimes there are some wrong or extra letters. To address this issue, the last step of the automatic workflow is to compare it with an existing database. For the up-to-date maps of Switzerland there is an open-data database in vector form available, called SwissNames (Swisstopo, 2013). For each result of the API, the existing database is searched for labels in an area of 1km² around the result. Then the label which is most similar is chosen as the best match. As a measure of similarity, the Levenshtein distance was used (Levenshtein, 1966). Over the years the label changed significantly, but for some it can still improve the result produced by the Google Vision API. To decide which label is correct and in which cases to take the matched result from SwissNames, some manual post-processing is needed.

Manual Annotation Process

To make the manual process as efficient as possible, a user interface was created to swiftly click through the images and decide which label is correct. The VGG Image Annotater by Dutta et al. (2016) was used as a base and customized to this specific case. It is a browser-based, simple and lightweight annotation tool which lets the user define and save labels to corresponding pictures in the CSV format. Each image is displayed and the user has to decide if the Google Vision API result, the SwissNames match or neither of them is correct (see Figure 3).
Sometimes the clustering algorithm only groups part of the label or several labels together in one cluster. Those cases can be flagged as false and will be corrected in the last step. After the annotation, the results are converted to a shapefile (ESRI, 1998) and loaded into QGIS. There, the incomplete labels are highlighted and can be corrected by placing new labels and filling in the text (see Figure 4). Since the sheets are georeferenced, also the location of the labels can be transformed from the local position to a national coordinate reference system. Once all point features are corrected, the shapefile is saved and the labels of this sheet are successfully digitized.

Results & Discussion

Performance

The fully automatic part takes around 5-10 min per sheet. It depends on the number of extracted labels, the GPU power and also the internet connection. The usage of the graphics processing unit (GPU) offers the possibility of a high degree of parallelization. If the many simple calculations needed to train and use a neuronal network would have to be done with a CPU, the time would increase drastically.

The manual processing part containing the annotation and post-processing in QGIS takes around 1.5 to 2 hours. The time strongly depends on the quality of the detections as well on the number of labels in the specific area.

Our framework reduces the time consumption of digitizing labels by around a factor of 5. Compared to a fully manual digitizing process, time efficiency is not the only benefit. Also, the chance of missing labels decreases strongly. We argue that the combination of an automatic procedure followed by a human checking process increases the reliability as well as the accuracy of the detection and classification of labels.

Challenges

There were several problems we had to cope with during the development of this workflow. The first is the scarcity of training data. The manual segmentation of the labels takes up a huge amount of time and was therefore kept to a minimum. Deep learning models however are famously known for needing a lot of training data. This is probably also the reason why the algorithm struggles with the sheets in alpine regions. The rock hachures look similar to label structures and there are many false positives. When a label is missed in the first step, it can only be found again in the last manual processing step in QGIS.

A second issue shows up in the clustering step. In the French speaking parts of Switzerland almost each label consists of several words. Since the clustering algorithm was customized for German speaking regions, where the labels are often one single word, each word is identified as a single label. This increases the manual processing time since those single words have to be merged to multi-word labels. Ideally, the DBSCAN parameters should be adapted according to the different regions.

When matching with the SwissNames database, we encountered some language based problems. In the Siegfried maps the labels were all written in standard German. Nowadays, all text is written in the local dialect, which can greatly differ to original German spelling. This complicates the
matching process. The French spelling also changed in the last 100 years, which always makes another manual intervention necessary to correct the differences.

**Outlook**

There are several different ideas on how to go on with the project. Firstly, a straightforward approach would be to generate additional and more diverse training data. This would improve the prediction of segmentation and also make it more reliable. Since by now already 300 of the 500 sheets have been fully processed with the workflow presented here, this data could be used as new ground truth. One idea is to tailor the Google Vision step to this specific data by either retraining it or using another text recognition algorithm which is less of a black box and provides more insights and control.

Also the clustering algorithm could be extended by adding additional rules or methods to boost performance and capture the reality more accurately.

Of the several versions of each sheet, for now only the latest sheet has been chosen for processing. To find the labels on sheets of other epochs, a comparison with the digitized epoch could help to find the correct label more efficiently.
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Improving Toponym Recognition Accuracy of Historical Topographic Maps

Keywords: Automatic Data Extraction, Computer Vision, Text Recognition, Topographic Maps

Summary: Scanned historical topographic maps contain valuable geographical information. Often, these maps are the only reliable source of data for a given period. Many scientific institutions have large collections of digitized historical maps, typically only annotated with a title (general location), a date, and a small description. This allows researchers to search for maps of some locations, but it gives almost no information about what is depicted on the map itself. To extract useful information from these maps, they still need to be analyzed manually, which can be very tedious. Current commercial and open-source text recognition tools underperform when applied to maps, especially on densely annotated regions. They require additional processing to provide accurate results. Therefore, this work presents an automatic map processing approach focusing mainly on detecting the mentioned toponyms and georeferencing the map. Commercial and open-source tools were used as building blocks, to provide scalability and accessibility. As lower-quality scans generally decrease the performance of text recognition tools, the impact of both the scan and compression quality was studied. Moreover, because most maps were too large to effectively process as a whole with state-of-the-art commercial recognition tools, a tiling approach was used. The tile size affects recognition performance, therefore a study was conducted to determine the optimal parameters. First, the map boundaries were detected with computer vision techniques. Afterward, the coordinates surrounding the map were extracted using a commercial OCR system. After projecting the coordinates to the WGS84 coordinate system, the maps were georeferenced. Next, the map was split into overlapping tiles, and text recognition was performed. A small region of interest was determined for each detected text label, based on its relative position. This region limited the potential toponym matches given by publicly available gazetteers. Multiple gazetteers were combined to find additional candidates for each text label. Optimal toponym matches were selected with string similarity metrics. Furthermore, the relative positions of the detected text and the actual locations of the matched toponyms were used to filter out additional false positives. Finally, the approach was validated on a selection of 1:25000 topographic maps of Belgium from 1975-1992. By automatically georeferencing the map and recognizing the mentioned place names, the content and location of each map can now be queried.

Introduction

As more and more historical data is being digitized, the need for automated processing techniques grows across all fields of research. Having an easily-accessible, machine-readable data collection allows researchers to query and analyze this collection much more efficiently. It provides a window into the past and opens new research opportunities. Manually annotating vast amounts of digitized data is a very tedious and time-consuming process. Many institutions have a (large) collection of
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digitized historical maps, which are often only annotated with a title, general location, a date, and a small description. This allows researchers to search for maps of some locations, but it gives little to no information on what is depicted on the map itself. To extract useful information from these maps, they still need to be analyzed manually. By automatically processing and extracting the place names and georeferencing the map, the content can be queried as well. The extracted place names can be used to situate the map more accurately and improve query results. Map processing techniques aim to extract the text labels and geographic features from a raster map, to enable subsequent manipulations in a geographic information system (GIS) (Chiang et al. 2014). These techniques make the map more accessible and allow for a large-scale analysis of entire collections.

In this work, we propose an automated map processing approach, capable of extracting place names and georeferencing topographic maps. The goal is to apply the methods described in this work on Atlas, the online digitized cartographic library of Ghent University. Currently, the maps are annotated with their name, type, country, and scale, but no information is given on what is depicted on each map. We apply and validate our approach on a selection of topographic maps from Belgium. This work uses open-source and commercial text recognition tools and gazetteers as building blocks, making the approach more scalable and accessible. Furthermore, a study is made on the impact of the compression quality of the maps and the tile size used to analyze these maps.

Text recognition on maps is not a trivial task as it comes with additional challenges. Text labels are mostly black and aligned horizontally, but they can appear in multiple colors, orientations, sizes, and fonts (Deseilligny et al. 1995). In historical maps, the text labels are often handwritten, making them sometimes hard to transcribe, even for a human. A non-uniform background and the overlap of other map features with the text labels further reduces recognition accuracy. This is especially true for topographic maps, which contain a multitude of geographical features (roads, contour lines, waterways, vegetation, etc.) and text labels (place names, elevation data, street names, etc.) (Pezeshk and Tutwiler 2011). An example of the variety in text labels is given in Figure 1. Topographic maps are designed to give a ‘good’, general view of the landscape using multiple colors, symbols, and text labels (Kent 2008). These maps are relatively easy to read and interpret for most people but are much harder to process automatically. Gazetteers can be used to match recognized text with real-world place names, improving the annotation quality. When the map is georeferenced, a region of interest can be specified based on the relative text location, to limit the potential candidates to that region. The recognized text is then matched with a toponym candidate by using string similarity metrics.

Quality Analysis

This section details a small study on the impact of the scan and compression quality on the text recognition results. The section starts with a description of the used dataset. Afterward, it details the used approach for the quality analysis study and the chapter ends with a discussion about the results.

---

3 https://www.atlas.ugent.be/
Figure 1. Example of some text labels from one of the topographic maps. These text labels can come in different colors, orientations, and sizes, complicating automated processing techniques.

Dataset

The dataset consists of a collection of 1:25000 topographic maps of Belgium from 1975-1992 (series M834, second edition) (De Maeyer et al. 2004). Because these maps are from the same series, their uniformity improves this automated process, but most of the proposed techniques can be applied to other maps as well. The toponyms present on the map were manually labeled with the corresponding transcription and a non-rotated bounding box. Each scanned map contains a legend, which details the used abbreviations, symbols, coordinates, and much more. The map itself is surrounded by a black rectangle, on which coordinate information is given. Three of the maps were labeled in order to validate the developed approach. Each map took around 2-4 hours to label. One of the topographic maps from the dataset is shown in Figure 2, it details the region Gent-Melle.

Preprocessing and Georeferencing

To perform the quality analysis, the map itself still needs to be extracted from the original scan. Because the maps are from a uniform series, the position of the map stays constant for each scan. However, the scans are not aligned perfectly, therefore the location of the map does vary slightly with each image. By detecting the black rectangle surrounding the map with morphological operations (Weeks 1996), we were able to consistently extract the map and its surrounding coordinates.

First, the map was converted to grayscale, binarized with a threshold of 127, and inverted. Afterward, a vertical and a horizontal structuring element (kernel) were defined. Both were 100 pixels long and 1 pixel wide. Next, for each structuring element, an erosion was performed followed by a dilation operation (Weeks 1996). The two masked images were then merged with a bitwise OR operation. Because the lines were not perfectly horizontal or vertical, this resulted in multiple line segments per scan. These segments were then filtered; the longest and broadest one was taken. Finally, the segments were extended until their ends formed a rectangle. This resulted in the location of the surrounding black rectangle. If some of the maps were heavily rotated during the scanning process, a line detection method should be used instead to detect the bounding rectangle.
Inside the rectangle, there was still some blank space, where the coordinate information and neighboring cities are denoted. To detect the effective bounding box of the map, crops were extracted from all four sides of the rectangle. Each side was split into multiple tiles because they were too large to process effectively. Each tile was analyzed with a commercial text detection system (Azure Read API), from which the locations of the coordinates were extracted. Finally, the locations of the surrounding coordinates were used to define the map location. Figure 3 demonstrates the output of the text detection system. The numbers at the edges of the map note the x and y location in the Belgian Lambert72 projection (Donnay and Lambot 2012).
Both the horizontal and vertical Lambert72 coordinates surrounding the map were used to georeference the map. Because the text recognition is not perfect and there exists some inaccuracy in the location of each coordinate (the center of each coordinate text box is not the same as the location of its mark), a simple averaging method was made to reduce the error. The pixel and coordinate distance between all the succeeding coordinates were taken and averaged, to find a conversion factor between the pixel distance and the corresponding coordinate distance. With the determined conversion factor, each pixel's corresponding coordinate location can be found. Of course, the georeferencing will not be perfectly accurate, as that is near-impossible to accomplish without human intervention from a scanned map.

Compression and Tiling Parameters

Now that the location of the actual map is extracted, a study on the compression and tiling parameters can be performed. Four different quality settings were tested for each map: original (png, 350 DPI), half resolution (png, bicubic interpolation) and jpeg compression with and without compression of each tile to jpeg (denoted as jpeg jpeg). The original and half resolution maps were converted into the lossless png format from the original tif format scans and a quality setting of 95 was used for all the jpeg compressions. The lossless png compression is often recommended for OCR, especially on segmented text images, to not introduce additional noise.

As stated before, the maps are too large to process as a whole with any commercial text detection system, therefore a tiling approach was used. By varying the size of each tile, a trade-off is made between cost and quality. Smaller tile sizes will generally be more accurate, whilst increasing the total amount of tiles to be processed by the system. Halving the tile size effectively multiplies the number of tiles by four. The following square tile sizes were considered in our study: 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 pixels. Tiles smaller than 1000x1000 pixels were not considered, as this size already resulted in more than 50 tiles for each map. To not introduce additional compression errors, each tile was saved in the lossless png format (except for jpeg jpeg). To limit edge errors, the tiles did not overlap, and text labels at the edges of the tiles (distance of 20 pixels or less) were ignored.

Each map was also processed with a state-of-the-art, open-source text recognition system, for each of the compression and tiling settings. The model from Liu et al. (2018) was used, which has an open-source Tensorflow implementation and a pretrained model available on Github. The model performs text detection & recognition and outputs text-oriented bounding boxes.

The Character Error Rate (CER) is defined by the Levenshtein distance (edit distance) between the predicted text and its corresponding label, divided by the length of the label (Bluche 2015). It is one of the most common and important metrics to determine the performance of an OCR system. To determine which label corresponds with each predicted text box, the intersection over union (IoU) (Everingham et al. 2015) was used. The IoU gives a general indication of how well the position of the predicted text matches the position of the text label. Labels that did not have a corresponding prediction were ignored when calculating the average CER. When two or more predictions intersect the same label, the prediction with the lowest CER was taken. Tables 1 and 2 show the results of this study using the commercial and open-source recognition systems, respectively. The topographic maps contain a lot of small text denoting height contours or kilometer milestones, which were often

---

4 https://github.com/Pay20Y/FOTS_TF/tree/dev
not detected correctly. The results indicated in the tables below with an asterisk (*) exclude these small text labels, leaving only toponyms and abbreviations which indicate local features (e.g. chapel, station, water tower, etc.). The three maps contain a total of 2968 text labels, of which 1818 denote a toponym or abbreviation.

Table 1. Performance of the commercial text recognition system (Azure Read API) with varying compression and tile sizes. Results indicated with an asterisk (*) excluded text labels denoting height contours or kilometer milestones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tile Size</th>
<th>Compression</th>
<th>IOU</th>
<th>CER</th>
<th>Found (%)</th>
<th>IOU*</th>
<th>CER*</th>
<th>Found (%)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>78.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg_jpeg</td>
<td><strong>0.6</strong></td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td><strong>0.63</strong></td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Half resolution</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td><strong>0.239</strong></td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td><strong>0.198</strong></td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td><strong>0.605</strong></td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td><strong>73.2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg_jpeg</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td><strong>0.605</strong></td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Half resolution</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td><strong>0.216</strong></td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td><strong>0.201</strong></td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td><strong>66.2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td><strong>0.582</strong></td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td><strong>0.601</strong></td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>65.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg_jpeg</td>
<td><strong>0.582</strong></td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Half resolution</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td><strong>0.247</strong></td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td><strong>0.209</strong></td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td><strong>0.609</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.204</strong></td>
<td>49.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td><strong>0.595</strong></td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td><strong>51.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg_jpeg</td>
<td><strong>0.595</strong></td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Half resolution</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td><strong>0.218</strong></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance of the open-source text recognition system with varying compression and tile sizes. Results indicated with an asterisk (*) excluded text labels denoting height contours or kilometer milestones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tile Size</th>
<th>Compression</th>
<th>IOU</th>
<th>CER</th>
<th>Found (%)</th>
<th>IOU*</th>
<th>CER*</th>
<th>Found (%)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>78.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg_jpeg</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td><strong>0.346</strong></td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td><strong>0.292</strong></td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Half resolution</td>
<td><strong>0.55</strong></td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td><strong>0.551</strong></td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>png</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From these results, we can conclude that for both the open-source and commercial system, there is no significant difference in performance when using jpeg compression for the map and/or tiles. Therefore, it is advised to use jpeg compression when analyzing a large dataset, to significantly reduce storage space (average compression ratio of 4.4:1). It is also clear that the lower resolution scans underperform dramatically, which was expected, as most OCR systems recommend a minimum scan resolution of 300 DPI. The CER might be lower, but the amount of found toponyms is usually halved. If we were to include the undetected words in the calculation of the CER (each would have a CER of 1), the error rate would dramatically increase. For both systems, the performance increases when leaving out the small text labels denoting the height contours and kilometer milestones. This was expected, as these text labels are very easy to miss, even when manually annotating the maps. The IoU remains relatively constant across all tile sizes.

Increasing the tile size for the commercial system leads to a lower number of detected toponyms but decreases the transcription error rate slightly. Perhaps only the most clearly visible toponyms are recognized correctly. For the open-source system, the CER also decreases slightly, but the number of found text labels stays relatively constant. Moving forward, the open-source system is used with a tile size of 2500 pixels. The larger tile sizes give a marginally better performance and introduce fewer errors on the tile edges, as there are fewer tiles that will need to be merged.

**Merging adjacent tiles**

When processing the topographic maps in tiles, several toponyms will be split on the edges of each tile. To solve this problem, an overlap region of 500 pixels is considered in each 2500x2500 tile. Because the maps are processed from left-to-right, top-to-bottom, the overlap is taken at the right side and bottom side of each tile. Recognized text which starts inside this overlap region is ignored and should be detected in one of the next tiles. Text which started before the overlap region but ends in it will need to be merged with the detection result of the next tile. If the next tile contains similar text (partial string similarity) and intersects the other label, the longest of the two detected strings is taken, the other is discarded. If the suffix of the first string exactly corresponds with the affix of the
second, they were instead merged on their longest common substring (e.g. “Sint-Pie” and “ikt-Pieter” will be merged to “Sint-Pieter”). After merging, the results were saved for further processing.

**Toponym matching**

After detecting and merging the text labels of each map, the detected text on each map can now be queried. Because of the relatively high recognition error rate, there will be a lot of false positives and the query results will generally be of low quality, as similar text might be recognized on multiple maps at different locations. To remove many of these irrelevant detections, the text labels were first preprocessed. Short, non-text labels were filtered out. All the labels were put in lowercase and symbols (excluding spaces) were removed from the strings. Next, if a text label contained an abbreviation, it was replaced with its full form. This is necessary to find a correct match with certain places of interest. To further improve the query results on each map, they can be adjusted to only return text labels that can be linked with their corresponding toponym and whose relative position on a georeferenced map corresponds with the actual location of the toponym. These linked toponyms have the additional benefit that they can be queried in multiple languages, as most gazetteers provide multilingual support. Three different gazetteers were used to determine the correct matches for each text label, namely Geonames, Google Maps, and TomTom. All three have a public API and allow for limited free usage. The gazetteers were queried with a fuzzy search, allowing for approximate and partial string matches. Moreover, a rectangular region of interest was specified, limiting the results to that area. For each text label, this region of interest was calculated based on its relative position on the map and the already determined georeferencing parameters. The square bounding box of a circular region with a radius of 2km was chosen, with its center taken at the center of the text bounding box.

To limit the number of gazetteer requests, they were queried sequentially. When the first one did not return a good match, the second one was tried, and so forth. A match was classified to be good when the partial string similarity score (0 - 1) between the query and the results was higher than a certain threshold (0.75). If there were multiple good matches, the one with the highest score was taken. In the case of a tie, the shortest toponym match is taken, as it is usually the better match. When the similarity score falls below this threshold but was still relatively high (0.6 - 0.75), the results were classified as possible matches. Increasing these thresholds will reduce the false positive rate but will decrease the number of results. An additional filter based on the relative string lengths was made to limit incorrect results as shorter query strings would sometimes return very long possible matches.

A large portion of the toponyms on the maps consist of multiple words. These words are often recognized as separate words and therefore do not find a correct match. To solve this, we checked for each detected text label without a correct match for other nearby unmatched text to the right and bottom side, as this is the usual reading direction for topographic maps. If nearby text was found, both of the strings were joined and a new query was made with the gazetteers. In most cases, no correct match was found, mainly due to errors in the text recognition and unrelated nearby words. To limit the number of gazetteer requests, we only tried combinations of two words. There are multiple toponyms on the map that contain 3 or more words, which were therefore not correctly linked. Often multiple possible logical arrangements exist between the words, increasing the number of requests exponentially. These complex situations are difficult to solve without a brute-
force method. Figure 4 shows an example of such a complex situation. Words (or pairs of them) that have found a potential match are marked in green, words without a match are marked in red. Here, the words in blue (“Oude Leieput”) should be merged, and “Hbg Karper” should be merged, the others are merged correctly. If the text color can be accurately determined, such false positives can possibly be filtered out. The fact that some of the correct toponym matches and their arrangements are not found in publicly available gazetteers, makes this process even more challenging.

Finally, duplicate matches of toponyms are resolved. When two or more detected text labels match with the same toponym, the least likely match should be removed. If the difference in string similarity between each label and the toponym is large, the most similar one is taken. If the difference is small, the text label whose relative position on the map corresponds the best to the actual position of the toponym is taken as the correct match. On average, 26% of the detected text labels (excluding irrelevant detections) found a good or a possible toponym match.

![Figure 4. Complex arrangement of toponyms. Words (or pairs of them) that have found a potential match are marked in green, words without a match are marked in red. Here, the words in blue should be merged (“Oude Leieput”), and “Hbg Karper” should be merged, the others are merged correctly.](image)

**Conclusion**

By automatically recognizing the surrounding map coordinates, we were able to georeference the analyzed topographic maps. The results of the quality analysis study show that the difference in text recognition performance for jpeg and png compressed maps and their extracted tiles is insignificant. A lower resolution of the maps does negatively affect the character error rate and the number of detected text labels. When using a commercial text recognition system (Azure Read API), a larger tile size resulted in the detection of far fewer text labels, with a similar error rate. We suspect this is due to some assumptions made about the possible text size, given the image dimensions. When using the open-source text detection system, a larger tile size was found to be marginally better, while also reducing the total number of tiles and merge conflicts. At the smaller tile sizes, the commercial API outperforms the pretrained open-source model. Still, both models vastly underperformed when compared to other text detection domains, where error rates of less than 10% are commonly achieved. This highlights the need for more robust text recognition models, which can handle the complex background of topographic maps or additional preprocessing to extract the text from the background.
To improve the quality of the extracted text labels, gazetteers were used to match them with toponyms in the local area. Due to the complexity of these topographic maps and the relatively high character error rate, many detected text labels could not be automatically matched to a toponym. A lot of mentioned text labels do not even have a corresponding toponym in any of the used gazetteers, which makes it impossible to find a correct match. When analyzing older historic maps, or maps of very remote regions, we suspect that this will pose an even bigger issue. Nevertheless, by georeferencing, text recognition and toponym matching, the mentioned place names and location of the map are found. This enables the contents of the map to be queried in much greater detail.

In future work, we aim to perform a deeper quality analysis to determine if higher scan resolutions will result in a lower recognition error rate. Performing transfer learning on the used text recognition model on a large dataset of annotated maps might also drastically improve its performance. The linking and merging of related words and toponyms can still be improved by incorporating text features (colors, font, relative location, etc.) and by improving the quality of the used gazetteers. The biggest problem is most likely the fuzzy search capabilities, which often do not return the correct toponym if the first letters are wrongly recognized (e.g. “ent” does not return “Gent”). Manually comparing detected text against a database of toponyms might therefore give better results.
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Targeted crowdsourced vectorisation of historical cartography

Keywords: crowdsourcing, gamification, systematic vectorisation, training set creation

Summary: Many institutions have systematically digitised their cartographic documents, so there are now millions of maps which have been digitised and can be accessed online. The next step many map libraries have undertaken has been to georeference their digitised maps, so they can now be used within modern digital cartographic dataset. However, many of these applications still use the raster version of the maps, so they hamper the full potential working with historical cartography has, as it limits the analytical capacity and impedes performing spatial analysis. Even though there have been timid steps to overcome this limitation, the discipline seems to be struggling to advance into the next step, the systematic vectorisation of historical maps. Vectorisation is the process of converting pixel-based images –raster- into node or point based images –vector, which can then be queried or analysed by individual components. Vector based maps have a series of advantages when compared to raster maps, as they allow scale changes without a loss in detail, classifying map features by type or performing spatial queries just to mention a few. Therefore, by vectorising a historical map we are providing an unprecedented level of usability to it and allowing detailed inquiries to the information contained into it. Although there have already been some successful experiences in vectorising historical maps, they have been either expensive or not systematic, so there is scope to build upon these successful experiences and achieve a widespread method of vectorisation which can be applied to map collections across the world.

There are different approaches to overcome this technological and methodological hurdle, most of them linked to the use of automation techniques such as using remote sensing land classification methods or, more recently, the use of machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques. However, a large number of training sets are necessary in order to train the automation systems and to benchmark the outputs, so large datasets are still needed to be generated. The use of crowdsourcing methods has been proven as a successful means of achieving the same goal, as experiences such as the ones developed by the New York Public Library demonstrate. If given the possibility and the right tools, people will help to vectorise historic documents, although Nielsen’s 90-9-1 rule will apply, meaning that other ways of increasing participation are necessary in order to speed the vectorisation up.

This paper proposes a framework in which by using a variety of gamification methods and by targeting two different groups of people, retirees and school children, historic maps can be massively vectorised. If fully deployed, this system would not only produce a wealth of vectorised maps, but it would also be useful in teaching school children important disciplines such as cartography, geography and history while at the same helping older generations keeping them mentally active. Finally, an intergenerational dialogue that would enrich both participant groups would be possible thanks to their common participation in the vectorisation of historical documents.
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Automatic Georeferencing of Historical Maps by Geocoding

Keywords: georeferencing; geocoding; label extraction; place-names; historical maps

Summary: Libraries and researchers face a big challenge: sometimes thousands, millions of maps are being conserved in archives to retard deterioration, but this makes it hard to obtain specific knowledge of their content, sometimes even of their existence. In recent years, the efforts have increased to digitise historical documents and maps to preserve them digitally, make them accessible and allow researchers and the general public a less restricted access to their heritage. But maps are more than a cultural artifact: they are data. Data about the past that can very well be important for science and decision-making today. The problem is, the vast amount alone makes it hard to know what to look for. Maps are usually archived and catalogued with limited metadata, sometimes obscuring their actual content. This makes it impossible to find specific information without expert knowledge on history and cartography. Extracting the content, i.e. data, of scanned historical maps is a necessity to make the content searchable and to use modern digital tools for automatic processing and analyses. To combine data from different maps and compare them with modern geospatial data, georeferencing is paramount. This is usually done by hand and needs a lot of time and specialised training. We explore if and how usable GCP can be found automatically in historical maps with computer vision and document analysis methods of today. In this work-in-progress report, we use OCR on map labels and geocoding of persisting geographical feature designation for successful first experiments. This shows text recognition and vectorisation to be a promising research direction for large-scale automated georeferencing of historical maps.

Introduction

Until only few years ago almost any motorist used a road atlas to navigate. They usually contained an index of cities, road names or other destinations along with their corresponding location in the atlas and the respective map sheet. This index, also called a gazetteer in other map types, enables a quick localisation of named places in the map’s respective reference system. Recently, gazetteers in this form have become somewhat less common. Instead, we now have access to a plethora of geocoding web-services which can be queried with search terms to identify and localise almost any location all over the world.

Today, historical maps are catalogued according to their metadata and not their content. To make spatial queries (in the form of “all 19th century maps showing Hamburg”) or spatial analyses possible, they have to be georeferenced (Schröder 2013). To georeference a scanned map, matches between a set of so called ground control points (GCP) in the image and actual geographical locations have to be found.

After automatically extracting and recognising place names from a map and querying their respective locations in aforementioned geocoding services to obtain geocoordinates, we are able to
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automatically georeference scanned historical maps. The goal is to thus enable batch processing of large series of maps, such as late modern period land surveys. To make automatic handling feasible with minimal human input, homogeneous graphical quality and design is required. Therefore we also investigate which properties of maps are necessary to allow this approach to be used.

**Related work**

Automatic matching of similar features in different images is a classic task of computer vision and has been thoroughly researched for spatial data in photogrammetry and applied to historical data (Chen et al. 2016). Of special interest is automatic registration of heritage aerial images with modern day data, which are hard to match, since they use different colour spaces (black and white vs. colour images), often have quite different quality (analog vs. digital images, old images scanned from photographic materials), but especially because a significant change in the environment and built structures have to be expected. To overcome these issues Cléry et al. (2014) use line feature matching to register old aerial images with current georeferenced orthoimages, to georeference the historical data.

Interesting research has been done by Chen et al. (2004) into registering orthoimages with vector data, by automatically extracting road intersections from the raster image and matching those to vector data of the same scene for very high precision results.

To generalise this approach to unknown scenes Briggs and Li (2006) employ topological point pattern matching to find road intersections extracted from a raster map in a much larger dataset of vector data.

Wolter et al. (2017) have proven that place names in maps are very descriptive and can be used for identification and localisation of settlements and river tributaries. By using spatial reasoning, they have developed a method to automatically identify a river network in a map.

So far there has been limited research into automatic methods for extraction of control points to be used in registration and georeferencing that take the special difficulties of early modern era maps that are hand-drawn or lithography-printed, into consideration. In one prime example (Heitzler et al. 2018), the map boundary and grid lines are automatically detected by template matching and Hough line detection and subsequently matched with coordinate labels to automatically rectify and georeference the Siegfried map.

It remains open, how to deal with maps that don’t show grid lines, are too cluttered to extract them successfully, are drawn with unknown projection and datum or are distorted so extremely that given coordinates can’t be trusted.

**Problem Definition**

For most computer vision tasks, high-contrast points in images are used to build robust feature descriptors, which have over the years been the basis of increasingly better performance on detection and classification tasks. Increasingly complex object representations enabled by machine learning accurately recognize objects in cluttered scenes. The special property of maps on the other hand, which distinguishes them from almost every other computer vision task, is that they have already been optimised for human use. In order to improve readability of maps in spite of a high
density of information, mapmakers have developed abstract and generalised coding, almost completely removing latent information from the image texture. The steep gradients on the variety of overlaid lines, symbols and region boundaries make a map a homogeneously high contrast, high clutter image with ambiguous repeating patterns prohibiting the use of state-of-the-art computer vision descriptors for uniquely defining objects.

The biggest challenge for the application computer vision methods on topographic maps is that the possible figure of interest (i.e. foreground) exhibits similar properties to the (back-)ground. In particular, when we are interested in text content, it is very hard to distinguish from the remaining content of the map, such as contour lines, roads, symbolic features and building outlines.

A first step for figure-ground-segmentations can be the use of colour information to separate multiple feature layers (e.g. bodies of water in blue, contour lines in brown, writing in black) of the map. But since maps are usually drawn with only a limited palette of colours this will still result in overlapping features. This is an expected problem especially with old maps produced in lithography. Since creation of multiple printing plates immensely increased the production cost without significantly increasing readability, it is quite common to see maps with only three to four colours.

The resulting ambiguous use of (most commonly) black colour for writing as well as grid lines, special symbols and building outlines can make a complete figure-ground-segmentation impossible and severely impairs the quality of optical character recognition (OCR) results.

Machine-reading in maps poses some unique problems as a result of the apparently arbitrary positioning of text labels. While document analysis methods can usually rely on homogeneous line and character orientation and spacing to resolve ambiguities in character recognition, the page segmentation on maps is much harder: we have to deal with multiple fonts in multiple sizes, sometimes widely spaced and overlapping each other; text labels can have unusual orientations and even be curved to follow e.g. the path of a river. All of these make it especially difficult to know which two (or more) labels belong together when a designation has been split over multiple “lines” and placed in seemingly unrelated locations.

Finally, there are some unique problems with historical maps: some features are not present anymore in modern data, sometimes the orthography has changed and historical toponyms might not be in use anymore, all preventing reliable matching of place names.

Method

Our processing pipeline works in five consecutive steps: firstly, image preprocessing to equalise different graphical quality, then detection of text labels with their bounding boxes. Afterwards OCR on said text labels results in actual text strings. In the fourth step, geocoding by querying for recognised text strings thus returns geo-coordinates. Finally transformation and rectification is accomplished with the centers of the bounding boxes and geocoded coordinates as GCP-pairs. These steps will be described in more detail in the following section.
**Map preprocessing**

As a first step, we apply automatic white balancing by histogram equalisation, to limit the discolouration by paper degradation and allow all further processing steps to work on the full range of colour values.

Maps are commonly printed with a small palette of three to four colours, designed to be easily told apart by the human eye. But when scanning these maps with high resolution and subsequent rasterising, sharp colour transitions get transformed into gradients, resulting in image files with a lot more colours. This makes colour quantisation a non-trivial effort, with the risk of losing too much information, especially on the edges of text, which need to be preserved for successful application of OCR. Three-dimensional k-means clustering on the RGB-space showed unconvincing results because of run-time complexity on large map images and large differences in cluster sizes (e.g. many black pixels, very few blue pixels in many images).

Instead, our approach uses selective gaussian blur to eliminate noise from image compression, smudge hachure lines into a uniform colour and merge the printing dots on very high resolution scans. After an unsharpening filter to revert blurring of edges, a simple but inaccurate colour separation can be obtained by thresholding.

The resulting figure-ground-segmentation remains incomplete, since by colour only some of the features can be removed, while many map elements sharing the same colour as the desired text remain. Examples include roads passing through their designations as well as grid lines and building outlines intersecting place names. Humans have little difficulty separating text from underlying clutter, since their visual perception can rely on Gestalt-principles (Koffka 1935), in particular the law of continuity and the law of past experience, which have yet to be successfully formalised in a computer system.

Some research in text-graphics-separation has been done to tell these conflicting figures, such as text characters and lines, apart on maps, but so far showed unconvincing results even on relatively “clean” datasets, such as computer generated maps from digital vector data (Chiang and Knoblock 2006).

**Text Extraction**

Notwithstanding the unsatisfactory segmentation, machine learning systems have successfully been trained to detect text in cluttered scenes (Zhou et al. 2017). There has been some research into the peculiarities of detecting text in maps, in particular multi-oriented text in a single document (Roy et al. 2012) and curved text lines (Seytre et al. 2019).

With Strabo, Chiang and Knoblock (2014) have proven the capabilities of their system to robustly and quite accurately deal with aforementioned combined issues effectively to automatically extract the text layer from certain maps and localise individual text labels within. We employ Strabo’s text label detection command-line tool in our experiments without any tuning of parameters or additional training.

The resulting oriented bounding boxes of found text labels in a map are then rotated to be in horizontal orientation and fed to a text-recognition system as individual pages.
We use tesseract\textsuperscript{5} with its python wrapper\textsuperscript{6}, a well-established open source OCR engine, with a multitude of readily-available pre-trained language models. It is necessary to specify the language to be detected, because tesseracts training makes character detection context sensitive. We use the available pre-trained legacy models, because the newer long short-term memory model does not allow whitelisting of characters, which we deem necessary to avoid erroneous detection of diacritics and special characters in the clutter of overlapping noisy map features. Specifically, we used the pre-trained language model for German and English language without any further additional training and no dictionary for subsequent correction of OCR results.

It is expected to obtain OCR results with only limited quality on maps (Chiang et al. 2016) and it is hardly possible to get accurate transcription without intense manual intervention. But our goal is not to fully digitise the map content: we only require a small number of correctly identified text labels, with a character recognition precision high enough to successfully match these words to a dictionary of place names.

**Geocoding**

Myers et al. (1996) have already shown the possibility of using gazetteers as dictionaries to be able to find and verify text strings in noisy maps, which can be hard for OCR to correctly recognise with a mere bottom-up method. In place of a dictionary of all place names of potential regions our map might be located in, which can easily contain millions of entries (ca. 2.3 million domestic toponyms are listed by the United States Board on Geographic Names\textsuperscript{7}), we employ the web request APIs of OpenStreetMap\textsuperscript{8} (OSM) or GeoNames\textsuperscript{9} for matching and, where possible, localisation of detected place names. Geographical coordinates of identified toponyms obtained by these geocoding services can later be used for automatic georeferencing.

Text labels of feature designations are usually placed somewhat arbitrarily in the vicinity of a point feature (such as a city on large scale maps, or special buildings on small scale maps), along a linear feature (streets or rivers) or within a region (district, geographical area such as landscapes or forest areas or land uses like parks). This makes text labels an inherently imprecise indicator of location. Averaging displacements and disturbances of these location hypotheses over multiple candidate points is required to obtain a good match for the general location of the map.

Generally speaking, different features can be utilised on different scales: small scale maps (1:25.000 and smaller) show street names or point features (churches, plazas), which can lead to very high accuracy, whereas for large scale maps we have to make do with more vague feature designations and rely on averaging out of label displacements and unclear centre points, e.g. of districts. In turn, geodatabases usually store the geographical extent of these larger features, which can serve as a measure of uncertainty for localisation.

There are some special challenges connected to the matching of historical places and toponyms to modern-day databases: some old villages may have been incorporated into cities and only remain as street names. Local place names of regions, like the common name of some valley may not exist

\textsuperscript{5} https://github.com/tesseract-ocr
\textsuperscript{6} https://github.com/sirfz/tesserocr
\textsuperscript{7} https://usgs.gov/geonames/domestic-names
\textsuperscript{8} https://nominatim.openstreetmap.org
\textsuperscript{9} https://www.geonames.org/export/geonames-search.html
as OSM features but may be discovered in street names or an old inn. Sometimes, on the other hand, both the region and a more modern feature exist distinctly but quite close to each other in modern maps. Just as well, former region names might stem from old rivers or brooks, and are now found at multiple different positions along the remaining river run, sometimes many kilometers away. All of these cases lead to multiple hypotheses of locations generated for each detected toponym in a historical map, which will then have to be filtered for the best fitting solution.

![Map of the United States showing multiple red points and one green point.](map.png)

*Figure 1. Red: all hypotheses for recognised place names. Green: successful density-based clustering. Background map: OpenStreetMap*

**Control Point Validation**

Especially when recognised designations in a map are not complete because of OCR errors and designations are split over multiple text labels with a commonly used pre- or suffix (e.g. “new…”, “…county”), the place name queries become ambiguous and lead to localisations in far-apart places, even different countries. We can’t rely on the ordering of results, usually by size or importance, of geocoding web services either to help us in correctly identifying, for example, a city with a commonplace name. To illustrate, *Figure 1* shows in red all alternative hypotheses of place locations after geocoding toponyms recognized in a USGS map of Aitkin, Minnesota. In our test dataset of US maps this effect was stronger than in the German maps, possibly stemming from a stronger historical diversification of dialects and thereby toponyms in Europe.

Since even a small number of far off outliers can prohibit successful rectification of a map, we have to establish the correct subset of found hypotheses for further use. We can assume spatial
proximity of “correct” localisations (that is coordinates actually representing the specific place in the map), suggesting the use of clustering schemes. Considering the number of outliers can well be in the order of magnitude or even exceed the number of inliers, this leads to inadequate results from common methods like maximum likelihood estimation of Gaussian parameters or random sample consensus.

To overcome this problem, we employ a clustering scheme devised by Ester et al. (1996): density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN). DBSCAN groups points by determining local neighbourhoods. All points which have a minimum amount of neighbouring points within a specified distance, will be put in a cluster with said neighbours. By the transitive property, a cluster can extend to neighbours of neighbours to include remote points on the border of the resulting spatial cluster. In our case, location hypotheses obtained by the previous geocoding step are clustered with a minimum distance set to a value smaller than the maximal extent of maps in the dataset, which can be inferred or estimated from the scale or sheet size, which are generally known a priori. As a result, we choose the most promising cluster by the greatest cardinality and use its constituents as GCPs for the following rectification step. The five remaining green dots in Figure 1 show the effect of said clustering and a successful removal of all outliers.

**Transformation**

When the map to be transformed uses a known projection and is planimetrically correct, a first-order polynomial or affine transformation should be sufficient for rectification. For this we need at least three valid GCPs. With most maps from the 20th century we don’t expect any major distortions within a map sheet and a low order polynomial transformation should give reasonable results. For maps with unusual projections or very large scale, a higher order transformation can help to warp the rectangular map to it’s correct geographical extents, in turn requiring more GCPs.

Distorted maps need even more complex transformations (e.g. rubber sheeting) which in turn require a lot of accurately placed and evenly distributed GCPs otherwise errors can be amplified in sparsely covered areas.

For our uses, we want a method that can handle some single erroneously predicted locations without losing accuracy at correctly placed GCPs, which lead us to run our experiments with the thin plate spline (TPS) transformation.

This more flexible transformation methods is in fact not necessary for the datasets we use, because they are already more or less in the correct orientation and projection, but we use them to test whether our approach can work in general cases and its robustness to misplaced GCPs.

**Evaluation**

**Dataset**

We explored the suitability and performance of our approach on the following selection of survey maps: Firstly, German survey maps of Hamburg in 1:25.000 from 2002–2004 (TK25_20) in German language latin script including all-capitals, italics and left-leaning italics. They have a palette of three to four colours (black text, buildings, biome pattern symbols, roads, green woodland, blue bodies of water and corresponding name text, brown topography isolines and
corresponding height labels. The black text includes districts, hamlets, special land uses, named regions (swamps, state forests, etc.) and some major roads. Another set of maps of overlapping area, but from 1946 to 1959 and previously binarised into low-resolution black-and-white images (TK25_19). Two additional similar colour scanned maps in 1:50.000 from 1909 and 1915 were used which only use black colour (TK50).

For comparison we process a selection of USGS historical topographic maps from the years 1953–1985. They use Latin script in the English language including all-caps fonts and have a palette of five colours (red grid lines with corresponding designations, brown topography isolines, green vegetation, blue bodies of water and corresponding text, black administrative boundaries, text, symbols (i.e. mines), roads). The black text designates hamlets, county border markings, townships, land use (state forests, wildlife preserves, etc.), special point features (lookout towers, airstrips, gravel pits, etc.). Since USGS maps covering rural areas exhibit less clutter, we arbitrarily selected a handful of maps from the American north, mostly Minnesota. We found maps in 1:100.000 scale (USGS100_MN) to give the best results, since smaller scales don’t contain many place names for many rural areas of the United States. Conversely, the bigger 1:250.000 (USGS250) scale engenders a lot of clutter and overlapping features with comparatively small font sizes.

Some maps use the margins of the map to indicate neighbouring places which lie just outside of the map area, often hinting at where a certain road leads. This writing on the margins, showing little clutter in the background, is happily recognised by the OCR engine, which can lead to significant distortion (see Figure 2). The same happens with other writing outside of the map area, such as the map title, issuing authority, or other meta-information. Since there is no easy remedy to this without knowing the exact map extents, we remove the map margins from the test images, in line with a future application of seamless stitching of georeferenced survey map collections.

![Figure 2. Misplaced GCP because of a recognized place name on the map margin. Transformed Map: TK30 Langenhorn (1909) Background map: OpenStreetMap](image)

**Results**

*Table 1* shows the results for each processing step for the previously described maps. The second column lists the number of detected labels recovered from Strabo for each sheet in the map. The third column shows the number of labels which were recognised by OCR well enough to return results when querying OSM. Next we list the number of all alternative location hypotheses returned by OSM. In the fourth column the number of GCPs are listed which remain after removing outliers with DBSCAN. Finally, we show from which of these maps a georeferenced output image could be generated.
In total, about 38% of all maps were successfully georeferenced. For some maps enough correct GCPs were placed, but some incorrect ones led to so much distortion, a valid transformation solution could not be determined. Surprisingly, the oldest maps (TK50) delivered the best results (Figure 5). Even after 100 years of intense urban development, enough toponyms could be correctly identified to accomplish quite accurate georeferencing. Only a small inset map piece had to be cut out and could not be correctly localised itself.

**Table 1. Results comparison for each dataset**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>(# of sheets)</th>
<th># labels</th>
<th># readable</th>
<th># after geocoding</th>
<th># after clustering</th>
<th>successfully georeferenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TK25_19 (13)</td>
<td></td>
<td>77, 80, 104, 140, 122, 91, 181, 121, 156, 239, 107, 176, 136</td>
<td>4, 6, 5, 8, 3, 6, 19, 5, 12, 14, 5, 2, 5</td>
<td>19, 15, 17, 20, 16, 15, 97, 12, 46, 58, 14, 9, 23,</td>
<td>0, 0, 2, 5, 0, 0, 6, 0, 2, 5, 0, 0, 0</td>
<td>no, no, no, yes, no, yes, no, yes, no, yes, no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK25_20 (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>189, 224, 225, 406, 265, 211</td>
<td>25, 13, 7, 19, 18, 24</td>
<td>79, 37, 23, 53, 54, 112</td>
<td>12, 4, 0, 8, 10, 2</td>
<td>yes, yes, no, yes, yes, no, no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK50 (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>83, 70, 117</td>
<td>7, 6, 9</td>
<td>19, 9, 29</td>
<td>3, 3, 2</td>
<td>yes, yes, no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS100_MN (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>119, 82, 133, 46</td>
<td>10, 3, 23, 8</td>
<td>58, 21, 137, 44</td>
<td>0, 0, 5, 0</td>
<td>no, no, yes, no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS250 (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>320, 177, 77</td>
<td>36, 13, 5</td>
<td>180, 83, 22</td>
<td>22, 4, 0</td>
<td>yes, no, no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A good fraction of TK25_20 maps were successfully localised as well. Because of split labels at more complex descriptions like “highway to Oldesloe” or “belonging to Rellingen” some wrongly attributed toponyms lead to distortions. With USGS maps the biggest issues was detecting township or county labels, whereas the smaller settlement labels, often smudged together because of low resolution and colour bleed, could not be recognised and thus geocoding returned wrong locations.

**OCR**

Experiments show that the label extraction regularly produces too small bounding boxes for the text labels, often cutting half of the first and/or last character of a word (Figure 3, left). This seems to happen predominantly with italic fonts. Conversely, sometimes we see too large, ill-fitting bounding boxes with multiple words from different labels, which Chiang et al. (2016) attribute to clutter from non-text symbols in the vicinity of correctly detected text (Figure 3, right).

A related, albeit expected, problem is that sometimes designations are split over multiple labels, because of wide spaces between words or a split over multiple lines, which makes it hard to combine them again to the correct place names. When words are split in this way their matches from gazetteers become ambiguous, but the spatial clustering proved to be very helpful in correctly verifying most of these cases.
Overall though, text label detection worked surprisingly well with most of the maps in spite of varying graphical quality. A much greater hindrance is the actual character recognition on the detected labels. This is a strong indicator for inability of the OCR system to deal with map fonts and overlapping features without at least further training. Common OCR engines seem to be trained exclusively on modern typeset fonts and struggle with the writing on maps. As a result we can determine out-of-the-box OCR software does not work satisfactorily on many “technical” stenciled fonts, such as in maps, and will probably be completely unusable on handwritten labels. This is evident from the evaluation of Strabo (Chiang and Knoblock 2014), with a reported 60% to 91% character recall on computer-generated map images from Yahoo and Google respectively, whereas we observe only limited results of far less than 50% recall in our test set of scanned historical maps.

But even with further training on the required fonts, OCR is very sensitive to clutter in figure-colour, especially when overlapping features are touching the characters. This is also the reason why we don’t try to detect umlauts and other diacritics, as they are hard to distinguish from the granular scanning noise and some pattern symbols (Figure 3, middle). Not detecting diacritical letters is acceptable, since most geocoding services use a fuzzy string matching which works quite well when only supplied with the basic glyph without diacritics. Still, OCR is very sensitive to letter outline defects, so morphological operations to reduce noise and clutter extremely harm recognition precision and should be used with care. In summary, OCR proved to be the biggest bottleneck for successful exploitation of map labels because of difficulties with map-fonts as well as clutter leading to badly recognised characters and words.

![Figure 3. Deficiently detected text labels. Taken from map: TK25 Wandsbek (2004)](image)

### Registration

While DBSCAN-filtering successfully removes outliers which stem from geocoded location matches of places with similar names, there are still other cases that, while being technically correct matches, still provide erroneous GCPs. Especially in USGS maps the label detection and OCR recognise the names of townships at their centre or of counties along their respective boundary. For the maps in 1:250,000 these boundaries can be quite long and thus have been labelled multiple times. When querying these names in geocoding services, they usually return the name of the capital city which gave the name to the respective township or county. This will lead to ground control points, which are more or less in the right area but can distort the output georeferenced map image. Compare Figure 4, where OCR recognised township names in a 1:100,000 USGS map. The spatial clustering alone can’t help with this, instead some semantic handling to deal with these ambiguous designations will have to be investigated in the future.

We settled on mostly using thin plate spline transformation for rectifying map images, because polynomial transformations can shift the entire image to accommodate for minor displacements in the GCPs, which quickly leads to ill fits even at regions around correctly localised points. TPS
transformations on the other hand lead to distorted map areas around misplaced GCPs, which might make the map unusable for further applications but is better suitable for understanding the source of distortions. Figure 4 shows the most problematic property of TPS: when an outlier is on the convex hull of the GCPs, it can quickly shift a big region of the image, even when all other points are correct. Here the top most point stems from the label of a township close to the edge of map, far distant from the actual township center, which is on the next map sheet.

The rectification performance is too bad for actual further use of the maps, but the georeferenced localisation of the map performs actually quite well considering this experimental approach under high uncertainty. To generally handle slightly imprecise GCPs, we just have too few successful localisations. Maybe a dictionary containing generally used terms, such as “marsh”, “lakes”, “forest” or “county”, could be used to remove some of the partially detected designations, that lead to imprecise localisations. Generally, we need better results from OCR to use contextual information or allow averaging of errors as well as further experiments with transformation methods to elaborate on each methods ability to deal with outliers.

Figure 4. Misplaced GCPs because of geocoding equating township names and settlement names. Map: USGS Aitkin (1994).

Figure 5. Two successfully georeferenced map sheets with used GCPs (red) and ground-truth (blue). Maps: TK50 Langenhorn and Hamburg (1909, 1915)
Future work

The first step for both better recall in label detections as well as improved precision of OCR should be to enhance text-graphics separation, e.g. by symbol and line recognition (Chiang et al. 2006, Heitzler et al. 2018, Velázquez and Levachkine 2003).

Still, for the special use case of historical maps most OCR engines won’t work out of the box. We will have to evaluate specialised OCR models or train our own, to obtain sufficient accuracy on stenciled or even handwritten map text. Further training of the Strabo text detector might improve label detection for scanned maps as well.

An additional processing step is called for, using information about differently sized text to infer context information and hierarchy of labels. For example, this could help to determine whether some place names refers to a settlement, county, region or other feature type. Through this better defined search queries can be used while geocoding, to quickly converge on more precise location hypotheses. The same goes for the recurring ambiguous partial place names, resulting from text labels being split over multiple lines or because of wide character spacing. Connecting split text labels (Lin et al. 2018) should greatly facilitate place name matching.

Another problem of geocoding is that the used web searches are very sensitive to single missing or incorrect letters in short queries, despite being able to correct some spelling mistakes. A better fuzzy string matching, that is more lenient to incorrect OCR results could help here, but might require a local copy of the place name database.

The positioning and size of a label alone can already create large geographical displacements. For large scale maps, where not many other features might be present that we can use to obtain more fine-grained alignment, a necessity to improve the accuracy will be to connect the labels to their respective positional markers, if present, as already explored by Budig et al. (2016).

When enough GCPs are left over from the geocoding step we are provided with an over defined solution for finding a transformation function. This can allow us to remove remaining outliers by minimising root-mean-square deviation residuals to increase accuracy from misplaced text labels and wrongly attributed toponyms.

Finally, the use of text labels alone for localisation of GCPS will probably not be precise enough for competing with manual georeferencing. Indeed we only intend it to be a first step of restricting the search space of candidate place matches and a coarse alignment and then further increasing the accuracy by using vectorised features for fine adjustments and stitching together multiple map sheets by other methods as proposed by Briggs and Li (2006) and Chen et al. (2004).
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Historical Maps – Machine learning helps us over the map vectorisation crux
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Summary: Modern geography is massively digital with respect to both map data production and map data analysis. When we consider historical maps, as a key resource for historical geography studies, the situation is different. There are many historical maps available as hardcopy, some of which are scanned to raster data. However, relatively few historical maps are truly digital, as machine-readable geo-data layers. The Danish “Hoje Måleboardsblade” (HMB) map set, comprising approximately 1100 sheets, national coverage (i.e. Denmark 1864-1920), and geometrically correct, topographic, 1:20,000, surveyed between 1842 and 1899, is a case in point. Having the HMB maps as vector geo-data has a high priority for Danish historical landscape, environmental and cultural studies. We present progress made, during 2019, in forming vector geo-data of key land categories (water bodies, wetland, forest, heath, sand dune) from scanned HMB printed map sheets. The focus here is on the role in that work of machine learning methods, specifically the deep learning tool convolutional neural networks (CNN) to map occurrences of specific map symbols associated with the target land categories. Demonstration is made of how machine learning is applied in conjunction with pixel and object based analyses, and not merely in isolation. Thereby, the strengths of machine learning are utilised, and the weaknesses of the applied machine learning are acknowledged and worked with. Symbols detected by machine learning serve as guidance for appropriate values to apply in pixel based image data thresholding. The resulting map products for two study areas (450 and 300 km²) have overall false-positive and false-negative levels of around 10% for all target categories. The ability to utilise the cartographic symbols of the HMB maps enabled production of higher quality vector geo-data of the target land categories than would otherwise have been possible. That these methods are in this work developed and applied via a commercial software (Trimble eCognition©) recognizes the significance of a tried-and-tested and easy-to-use, graphical-user-interface and a fast, versatile processing architecture for development of new, complex digital solutions. The components of the resulting workflow are, in principle, alternatively usable via various free and open source software environments.

Introduction

Increasingly, the conversion of paper or image media historical maps to machine readable digital geo-data layers is moving from time and resource demanding visual interpretation of the maps and manual digitisation to less time-consuming automated production methods. In a Danish context, analyses of historical maps have most often been elaborated only for a limited number of map sheets and relatively small study areas (e.g. Fritzboæger and Caspersen 2002; Jensen and Jensen 1979; Kristensen et al. 2009; Svenningsen et al. 2015) due to a reliance on visual, manual methods. There are, however, exceptions, such as Dam (2005), who, for all of Denmark, manually produced geographical information from late 18th century maps.
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In Denmark there is a unique opportunity to develop and apply digital map processing methods for automated extraction of land categories from historical maps as all publicly produced topographical maps are made freely available as high-resolution scans by the national mapping agency (SDFE). An automated extraction of land categories from historical topographic maps will provide the opportunity to generate countrywide map layers, representing the location and extent of different land categories at different points in time. Such map layers can be applied in spatially detailed assessments of land use and land cover (LULC) changes. Being spatially explicit, the map layers can be used in assessments at any spatial level, from a specific location or plot to different spatial delineations, such as parishes, municipalities, watersheds or the whole country.

The topographical maps ‘Høje målebords’ (HMB) represent the first large-scale topographic mapping of Danish territory. The HMB map series consists of about 1100 sheets at a scale of 1:20,000 surveyed between 1842 and 1899 and was developed by the Danish military as a response to a growing need for detailed topographical information about the landscape for military purposes.

Digital map processing is a relatively young research area, which grew out of disciplines such as graphics recognition and document analysis (Chiang et al. 2016, Freeman and Pieroni 1980, Liu et al. 2019). Due to various graphical quality issues and the general complexity of the map contents, extraction of information from maps is generally more difficult compared to processing of other data sources, such as written documents or technical drawings (Lladós et al. 2002). In maps, layers of geographic features, such as roads, contour lines, text labels, and land categories, often overlap with each other, increasing the degree of content complexity and colour mixing. Furthermore, due to inconsistency of applied symbols and colours, processing of manually drawn maps is even more challenging (Leyk and Boesh 2009). General techniques for graphics recognition and document analysis can therefore not be directly applied to map processing. In most historical maps, colours, symbols, linear features and text items, represent explicit, overlapping layers of geographic information. Colours often represent thematic information of land categories, such as forest or water. Symbols, and to some degree text items describe different types of geographic characteristics. Linear features can represent geographic features, such as roads or watercourses, boundaries of land categories, administrative boundaries or topographical characteristics, such as contour lines. A major objective of digital map processing is to spatially isolate these overlapping layers of geographic information from each other and to filter out those map elements that obstruct the extraction of the geographical layer of interest.

Through 2019, resources were available to enable the authors to examine the possibilities of developing, undertaking and evaluating automated machine-readable geo-data layer production from HMB digital image sources, for five target land categories: water bodies, wind blown sand (dunes), wetland (mainly meadow), heath and forest (Levin et al. 2020), (Figure 1). The applied methodology was one of object-orientated image analysis (OBIA), largely reliant on expert knowledge derived rule based image segmentation and object labelling operations, rather than statistical classification methods. OBIA methods of that form are widely used in production of geo-data layers from image data as they enable high levels of control over mapping results (Blaschke et al. 2014, Chen and Weng 2018, Chen et al. 2018). For the mapping of water bodies, forest, heath and wetland the HMB colouration represents the major basis for formation of image objects. The core target class object mapping process thereby involves identification of the relevant image layers, followed by selection of an appropriate value to apply in threshold based image.
object segmentation (Levin et al. 2020). However, the colour variability between the different map sheets (Figure 2) means that if constants (fixed values) are applied for the thresholding, results are generally poor across the set of map sheets. The HMB maps include the use of distinct symbols that associate with the target classes wetland and heath (also forest). Machine learning methods such as CNN are making increasingly marked in-roads into many areas of applied image work, often with impressive results (Ball et al. 2017). Occurrences of map symbols can be detected by application of the machine learning methods like CNN (Quan et al. 2018). In the HMB maps target class symbols lie within the zones of target class colouration. It was therefore postulated that CNN predictions of symbol locations can form a basis for determination of the appropriate threshold for good target class image segmentation. The aim of this paper is to present details of the CNN symbol prediction assisted thresholding approach, with a basic evaluation of its effectiveness.

Figure 1. Examples from the HMB map series, that includes areas having the HMB representation of the HMB legend categories (left-right), wetland (blue-green), heath (pink), forest (brown), water bodies (blue) and dunes (even black stipple).

Figure 2. Examples from the HMB map series, showing variations in the colouration applied for the HMB legend categories wetland (blue-green); each image is displayed without display stretching. Also illustrated in these examples is the variability in the form of the wetland symbol (examples indicated by added red box).

Materials

The work reported here uses two study areas, selected to (a) enable use of the results of the developed information production method as an indication of their more general applicability and (b) to enable analyses of the resulting land category mappings for a meaningful set of parish extents. The first of these objectives implied choice of study areas that between them included extensive areas of all the target land categories and source map data with differences typical of
the range found across the full HMB map series. One study area is formed of the bounding-box of the parishes of Klejtrup, Norre Onsild, Sønder Onsild, Lindum, Øls and Hvornum, in eastern Jutland. That study area, of approximately 195 km², includes extensive areas of forest, wetland and heather. The second study area is formed of the bounding-box of the parishes of Hirtshals, Horne and Asdal, in northern Jutland. That study area, of approximately 90 km², includes extensive areas of heath, wetland and dune. Because the HMB sheets do not follow parish boundaries, nine HMB sheets were needed to completely cover the selected parishes in the study area in eastern Jutland, while six HMB sheet were needed to for the northern study area. Therefore data was extracted from all of these HMB sheets, thus creating an extended study area, covering approximately 422 km² and 13 parishes for the study area in eastern Jutland and approximately 200 km² and seven parishes for the study area in northern Jutland (Figure 3).

There are two forms of HMB source material that the project that work reported here is part of, has used. One is from the digital archive of the Danish National Mapping Agency (SDFE) of scannings made of one set of HMB paper maps. These source data are pubically available via SDFE web portal: https://download.kortforsyningen.dk/content/dtkh%C3%B8je-m%C3%A5lebordsblade as georeferenced (ETRS_1989_UTM_Zone_32N, resampled to a pixel size of 2 m) image data that have been mosaicked and then cut into a set of 20 x 20 km tiles as .tif (8-bit unsigned, LZW lossless compressed) files. The other source is the archive of HMB paper sheets held by the Danish Royal Library (KB) and are the original paper sheets, including margins. Use of items from this archive in this work data required scanning and geo-referencing, which was applied to just the map sheets needed in order to cover the project’s study areas. Scanning of the KB sourced map sheets was done using a ScannTECH 600i-fb, with the standard settings of that scanner for colour artwork. A digitisation resolution of 600 dpi was used, which is appropriate for 1:20,000 scale source material (Tobler, 1988). The KB archive paper map sheets and the map sheets that were used for the SDFE scanning are not entirely the same raw material. Firstly, only approximately two-thirds of the sheets in the KB collection are full-colour with the remainder (mainly eastern Denmark) being just 3-colour (black, blue, brown), whereas the entire set that were scanned for the SDFE dataset are full colour. Where maps of both sources are full-colour, the actual colourations differ, with evidence that they relate to two sets of paper maps that were coloured independently, rather than just differential effects of time and storage conditions. The differences between the data from the two sources present interpretation challenges in a few places.
but, countering that, the situation is one of beneficial complementarity. Therefore, where ever possible and meaningful, the thresholding is made on an image layer from both image sets.

**Methods**

Numerous raster image processing methods can be applied to enhance the image data with respect to one or other aspect of the colouration. In general, initial gentle kernel-based filtering is useful to smooth out single pixel anomalies and is applied in this work. Applied enhancements are Hue-Saturation-Intensity, histogram normalisation and arithmetic combinations of the R-G-B (in raw-smoothed and in histogram normalised form) image data. Visual inspection indicates which derived image layer(s) are most likely to provide a satisfactory initial set of image objects for a target class. In general, the same derived image layers provides a good basis for class discrimination for each map sheet. For example, the relative greenness (G/(R+B)) based on the histogram normalised R-G-B layers are generally a potent means for mapping the wetland target class (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Three examples of the HMB data for areas with the legend class wetland, together (rows 2 and 4) with their representation as the derived image layer RGB-histogramNormalised-relativeGreeness: rows (1) and (2) are of data from the SDFE archive and rows (3) and (4) are of data from the KB map sheet collection.](image-url)
Simple threshold based image segmentation is used rather than alternative OBIA segmentation methods, such as multi-resolution segmentation (Baatz and Schäpe 2000), as the former involves fewer parameters and provides a high level of user control over the resulting objects.

An effective symbol CNN model, for an HMB symbol, is acquired by testing of sets of symbol target and non-target training data and CNN parameter settings for an independent set of HMB images. For a specific map sheet, the use of a CNN model based symbol mapping is enabled as simple thresholding of the symbol CNN heatmap to give a set of image objects, followed-by filtering-out of objects that did not meet size and shape expectations for the symbol. Remaining symbol objects are then grown to include a zone of the surrounding image data. This set of objects is then filtered with respect to a relatively broad range of expected object means in one or more image layers (Figure 5). Most of the remaining symbol associated objects should then relate to areas of the target class. These objects are then used to derive the threshold that would be most appropriate to apply for initial target class image objects across the current image data. The appropriate threshold is determined through stepwise threshold lowering with testing for under-mapping and over-mapping with respect to the grown symbol objects. This iterative process also flags cases where an image layer cannot be used to effectively map a target class. The derived threshold value is used as a baseline value to apply in various subsequent threshold based segmentation and filtering operations in order to derive a full mapping of the target class.

Figure 5. One of the examples from Figure 4 with the corresponding wetland symbol raw CNN heatmap (centre) and symbol heatmap hotspot objects, grown and filtered to zone objects (right).
Results

The accuracy of the vector target class map layers produced by the entire workflow, including various stages of morphological and contextual refinement of the initial image objects (Levin et al 2020), have been assessed against a 100 m grid set of reference point data, approximately 29,000 points in total. These reference data have been derived by independent HMB image visual interpretation of the target class membership of each point. The final results of that accuracy assessment will be reported in Levin et al. (2020). An earlier accuracy assessment of initial target class mappings indicated false-negative and false-positive levels of around 10% for most classes on most map sheets. Those detected patterns of errors were applied for further development of the workflow.

Here, as an assessment of just the contribution of CNN symbol mapping to the adaptive threshold setting, a simple visual assessment is made between thresholding with a pair (one each for SDFE, KB) of constants for three map sheets, and thresholding with pairs of variables, derived via the symbol CNN symbol predictions (Figure 6). For the left map sheet the constant based thresholding is nearly as effective as the CNN assisted variable thresholding, but for the other two map sheets it gives a clearly far inferior result.

Discussion

Work with historical maps, including their conversion to machine-readable geospatial information, should not be viewed as just a technical, computing task, but also one that requires understanding of the historical context of the source materials and thereby how their contents should be
understood. The HMB maps are the primary source for detailed information about the landscape before the 20th century. However, despite the importance of the maps as a source for information about the landscape of the past, the surveys and production behind the maps have only to a limited degree been subject to research. Although the military origin of the maps and the possible implications for landscape analysis have been recognized (Brandt, 2004; Münier, 2009), our understanding of the land classification system is still limited to what is stated in the map legends (Korsgaard, 2006). This means that information about the categorisation and representation of land area types and landscape elements in the map is sparse and in principle limited to the signature tables published with the map series. Although some of the land area types shown in the legend seem to be directly comparable to modern LULC classification typologies, such as forest vegetation, recent work shows that classification of land area types has changed between different map types and over time (Svenningsen et al., 2015). These aspects of the HMB maps are thoroughly discussed by Levin et al. (2020). However, those considerations do not have a decisive impact upon the general principle of the technique for improved colouration segmentation described here.

The presented approach to the mapping of the heath and wetland target classes from the HMB data represents a robust integration of modern machine learning methods in a broader image analysis workflow. Therefore, the overall workflow is not reliant on CNN method alone to map the target classes, and indeed, does not require that the CNN method is highly efficient at mapping the target class symbol, since filters are applied to the initial CNN symbol mapping result. Therefore the approach might be regarded as “soft machine learning”.

There are at least two further ways that the CNN symbol mapping can contribute, in a soft way, to an image object based workflow, such as the one developed and applied in this work. (1) Actual target class extent that are otherwise unmapped as target class objects (i.e. false negative errors) but having strong indication by the symbol’s CNN heatmap of symbol presence, can form seeds for additional target class image objects. (2) Wholesale absence of symbol CNN heatmap symbol indications from larger target class image objects can indicate cases of over-mapping (false positive errors).

The approach presented in this paper is dependent upon there being a sufficient number (at least around 10) of target class symbols present and detected by the CNN model. If the target class is only minimally present in the image, this condition may not be met. That situation is flagged for in the workflow, requiring then use of a manually determined threshold for that map sheet. Pre- and post-hoc visual examination of map sheets and the resulting maps for anomalous conditions is part of the full workflow.

Whilst machine learning methods such as CNN are making increasingly marked in-roads into many areas of applied image work, often with impressive results (Ball et al. 2017), it is still prudent to develop hybrid approaches that also utilize other image analysis methods. Most forms of machine learning are still dependent on training data, which can represent a manual, time consuming component of the application. In principle, these methods can also self-learn as they are applied to more and more image examples. However, production of perfect CNN models should not become a goal for its own sake, unless it can be objectively expected that they will deliver the required mapping in an almost perfect form. A machine learning solution for production of perfect geospatial machine-readable information from historical maps, including extensive
spatial features, is yet to be demonstrated, and it is therefore prudent to acknowledge the limitations of current machine learning and develop the degree to which machine learning can assist other methods.

The methods described here have been developed and applied within a commercial software (Trimble eCognition ©, https://geospatial.trimble.com/products-and-solutions/ecognition). However, all of the steps could just as well be applied outside of that software, via various free and open-source programming languages and programming environments. The advantages of working within a commercial software are that the architecture of the component operations is efficiently programmed for fast processing, the different components are well integrated and the software’s graphical user interface enables fast development of new ideas. The disadvantage, other than the cost, is that the developer is limited to the set of and implementation of operations as they have been programmed within the software, some parts of which may be just barely documented.

**Conclusion**

A method has been described and demonstrated whereby basic CNN machine learning map symbol detection results assist image object methods to make improved mapping of map legend areal units associated with distinct map colourations and associated map symbols.
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